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Abstract 
 
 
It is commonly held in domestic lawn mower noise control literature that under-deck 
noise sources are a major contributor to the total machine noise. Although disparity 
exists among authors a resounding theme is that these noise sources are due solely to 
blade motion. In this thesis I develop a concise argument for the importance of 
reducing this source, investigate previous efforts for redressing the problem, and 
develop quantitative experimental procedures and numerical investigations. These 
analyses identify the influence blade and machine geometries play in noise control for 
a particular machine and somewhat isolate noise sources and their relative dominant 
frequencies. The results show structural vibration is a dominant source at low 
frequencies and possess resonance at 50 Hz intervals through to 500 Hz. Higher 
frequencies (>500 Hz) are attributable to the aerodynamic noise of the blades and do 
not possess any dominant frequencies to be redressed. Raised blade wings are 
monotonically noisier with increasing wing angle. Modification to the blade tip and 
trailing edge produce a 2.6 dB(A) reduction in noise from the standard blade by 
reducing tip vortices, validated by CFX analyses, with little reduction to the machines 
catching function. While this reduction is encouraging the benefits are lost when the 
machine is used for cutting. To cut grass produces a sound pressure level at least 8 
dB(A) higher than the machine noise at idle. The key implication being the strongest 
noise level produced arises from cutting, eroding the value of mitigating blade induced 
noise. Moreover, being an electric machine to reduce noise at idle it can be turned off.  
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1. Chapter 1 - Introduction to Under Deck Noise 
Sources 
 
 
1.1 Chapter Overview 
 
Today lawnmowers must not exceed more than 75 dB (A) at a distance of 7.5 meters 
(re 20  Pa) (ACT Government 2013). The common sources of noise production from a 
domestic mower are from the engine, the exhaust, the body, and the blades 
(Acoustical Society of America 2013). While these sources can be classified 
independently, the noise produced by each is interdependent on each other. This 
research considers blade noise produced by an electric lawnmower. 
A thorough review of the sound sources of a domestic lawn mower is to be considered 
for this project. It identifies that to mitigate the noise produced by the under deck 
sources consideration is due between the noise sources and to ensure functionality of 
the machine.  
In this chapter an introductory discussion on sound sources from domestic lawnmower 
blades is presented. The project aims and objectives are provided along with chapter 
descriptions for subsequent chapters of this dissertation. 
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1.2 Underdeck Noise Sources 
 
Reduction of the intrusive noise produced by the engine, the exhaust, the body, and 
the blades is a current area of importance for creating a better product and reducing 
community annoyance. Previous research identifies that extensive effort has been 
invested in reducing engine and exhaust noise, however, the total sound power 
produced by under deck sources remains a difficult problem to redress. Several 
authors agree under deck sources contribute nearly the same amount of sound power 
as the engine and exhaust for push behind rotary lawnmowers. For electric motors the 
blades are the dominant noise source. This presents a challenge to reduce total 
machine noise for the operator and community’s benefit. 
 
 
Figure 1-1: Electric push behind lawnmower 
 
Today there are many domestic lawn mower styles available in the current market. 
There are a plethora of different decks, power source sizes, and cutting widths 
available to the consumer. With consumer preferences shifting towards electric 
motors, and combustion motors becoming increasingly quieter there has been a shift 
in emphasis on noise reduction to the under deck noise sources (Giordano 1995).  
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Loadings on a typical blade are complex and range from; inertia loads, flow induced 
loads, static loads, and drag from the cutting process itself among others. Optimisation 
therefore must be able to satisfy all load requirements and not just sound 
requirements. Previous research has addressed several aspects pertaining to blade 
noise and identified the major contributors as; aerodynamic noise from vortices on the 
trailing edges and circulating the blade tips, blade bypass frequency and effects of 
pressure fluctuations as the blades pass a fixed point in space or scroll cut-off (Turner 
and Pretlove 1991; Norton and Karczub 2003). Norton and Karczub (2003) note that 
for small numbers of blades the broadband noise is typically produced by aerodynamic 
turbulence; and the blade pass frequency (BPF) noise generally produces discrete 
tones lower in the spectrum. A further source resulting from the BPF is the induced 
structural noise at the body’s natural frequencies, and/or resonance in the cut-off. 
 
 
Figure 1-2: Under-deck sources 
Aerodynamic noise 
from trailing edge 
and tip vortices 
As the blades pass a 
fixed point the 
pressure increases 
resulting in BPF 
noise 
Induced resonance 
in the chute from 
intermittent 
pressure relief 
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1.2.1 Aerodynamic Noise 
 
Aerodynamic noise is produced by turbulent flows which are characterised by 
fluctuating velocity fields, and therefore local produce pressure variations (Reza et al 
2003). Figure 1-3 demonstrates the turbulent wake trailing a manufacturer blade from 
the projects resources. Clearly the wake is characterised by the fluid, the flow, the 
geometry of the interfering object and its surrounds.  
 
 
Figure 1-3: Streamlines over the manufacturers blade 
 
 
Aerodynamic noise resulting from a lawn mower blade is produced by vortices being 
shed from the trailing edge of the blade and by vortices at the blade tip. This 
phenomenon is also referred to as wake shedding and shares similar noise producing 
attributes with fans, blowers, and the like (Sheppard and Gibson 1980). This noise 
source is further investigated in Chapter 2. 
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1.2.2 Blade Passing Frequency Noise 
 
The sound associated from the blade bypass frequency is produced by pressure 
distributions over the blade, and the intermittent relief of that pressure into the scroll 
cut off (catcher chute). These pressure variances produce lift forces on the blade to 
entrain grass particles. Figure 1-4 aids visualisation of this phenomenon where the 
rotating field is applied to the body of the machine. 
 
 
Figure 1-4: Pressure variance (Bockhoff et al. 2003) 
 
 
The character of this source in the broadband spectrum is directly related to the 
angular velocity and number of blades.  
            Equation 1-1 
 
Where     is the blade bypass frequency [  ]; 
    is the number of blades; 
  is the angular velocity [rev.   ]. 
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1.2.3 Structural Noise 
 
Structural noise is produced by the pressure distribution over the blade being exerted 
on the skirt, and has sources from any other mechanical vibrations. The structure will 
vibrate at its natural frequencies if the BPF facilitates this motion. 
 
 
1.3 Project Aim 
 
The literature assessed reveals that analytical models are seldom used due to the 
complexity of the model, and the complexity in handling the plethora of different 
machine designs. Moreover, the flow regime will likely be turbulent and analytical 
solutions are generally suited to creeping flow regimes (Svobodny 1998). Implications 
for this project are that an experimental approach is adopted from the outset and is 
justified in subsequent chapters. This project develops a quantitative study by use of 
experimental procedures to quantify under deck noise produced by different blade 
geometries. The functionality of the blades is compared with the noise levels produced 
to identify limitations of reducing noise by geometry modification by loss of function. 
The tested blade geometries are supplemented with a CFD analysis to identify flow 
patterns and pressure distributions to infer the magnitude of noise produced by the 
system. 
As time permits an optimal design will be evaluated or considerations for selecting an 
optimal design will be explored. This design will include modification of the blade 
geometry and/or the machine geometry. The design to be explored must encompass 
all required functionality requirements to a satisfactory level.  
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1.4 Project Objectives 
 
The objectives of this dissertation are to evaluate the source of underdeck noise 
produced by the influence of the blades, identify major contributing factors that affect 
the sound pressure level produced, and as time permits to evaluate implications for 
improved machine design. Specifically this research relates to the reduction of noise 
from domestic lawn mowers and will contribute to knowledge by producing: 
 
 experiments that identify and quantify important characteristics of 
blade/structural noise, 
 numerical models (CFD) for inferring the magnitude of sound contribution of 
mower blade geometries with respect to machine geometries, and 
 a methodology to efficiently optimise geometry configurations, to minimise 
acoustic problems. 
 
 
1.5 Dissertation Structure Overview 
 
This dissertation investigates the influence domestic mower blades have on the sound 
generation by studying the contribution blade pass frequency (BPF), aerodynamic 
blade noise, and structural noise contribute to the total sound pressure level (SPL). It 
investigates experimental and numerical techniques for sound reduction for 
considering optimisation of machine design.  
Chapter 1 introduces the problem and identifies the sound sources to be assessed 
concisely.  
In Chapter 2 terminology used for sound at an undergraduate level is recovered and 
evaluates the effect of excess noise on the community and operator. Community 
criteria identify that excessive community noise is driver for reducing noise levels 
produced by the domestic lawn mower blades. This literature identifies total sound 
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power levels can be reduced for the community and operators benefit. Antecedent 
research is assessed for its value in addressing the project objectives. It reveals 
analytical models are seldom used, and are of varying accuracy, favouring 
experimental approaches. As many of the relevant research papers are dated, modern 
analyses have shifted towards a combination of experiment and numerical techniques. 
Several numerical research papers are reviewed and discussed for project assimilation. 
The chapter concludes with Australian Standards that are relevant and translates the 
reviewed literature into experiment deliverables and methods. 
Deliverable tasks are discussed in Chapter 3. Deliverable tasks are drawn from the 
potential analyses that could be pursued with unlimited access resources. The project 
scope1 was consulted to select analyses to be pursued, and outlines the materials, 
risks, and processes to complete them 
Chapter 4 reports the experiment results and observations made. Concise explanations 
are given as necessary. 
Chapter 5 analyses the recorded data in detail, providing a discussion and explanation 
of the phenomena that may be occurring, and addresses several research questions2.  
Conclusions and recommendations summarise the outcomes of the project in Chapter 
6, and discuss the satisfaction of the project in meeting the set objectives. Future 
research recommendations are offered to contribute to the area of knowledge. 
 
 
 
                                                     
1
 Project Scope is detailed in Appendix -A 
2
 Research questions are developed in Chapter 2 
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2. Chapter 2 – Literature Review 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
Current concepts and research are not congruent when identifying different 
contributions of noise, let alone providing any suitable remedies. Australian Standards 
exist for evaluation of noise sources in domestic lawnmowers; however these 
standards identify the total sound power of the machine. In determining a suitable 
methodology to address project objectives fundamental sound phenomena must be 
considered. 
The concepts of sound generation and relevant fundamental materials are presented 
to acquaint the reader with relevant terminology. An evaluation of current literature 
suitable for developing models and experiments for underdeck noise is included. 
Several arguments are presented for why reducing under deck noise sources should be 
investigated. Negative community effects and reactions are cited by several authors as 
a prime driver for this research with benefits extending to improving operator 
performance and comfort.  
Previous experimental work has found that blade thickness, blade length, and other 
geometries for functionality are directly related to all under-deck noise sources (Tauro 
and Mann 1997; Sheppard and Gibson 1980). 
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2.2 A Re-visit of Sound 
 
This section is intended to recover some elementary material on sound generation and 
propagation. The reader can omit this section without loss or continuity if they are 
confident with content and are familiar the relevant terminology3.  
 
2.2.1 Sound 
 
Sound occurs when the propagating medium presents dynamic perturbations that 
alter the pressure P, the density  , the temperature T, and the velocity u of particles at 
a given point and time (Bies and Hansen 1996). This wave motion can be thought of as 
a particle being subjected to some disturbance and colliding with adjacent particles 
imparting momentum to them (Norton & Karczub, 2003). This energy is exchanged by 
two fundamental mechanisms; the vibration of bodies also known as structure borne 
sound, and flow induced noise resulting from pressure fluctuations commonly called 
aerodynamic noise. 
Pressure is the most commonly used for sound measurement for convenience. Other 
variables are not discussed in detail for clarity. The minimum acoustic pressure audible 
to a young, healthy human ear is about 20 x      Pa and sound is compared relative to 
this reference pressure (Bies and Hansen 1996). The magnitude of an acoustic wave, 
usually expressed in decibels, is defined as follows; 
 
            (
〈  〉
    
 ) Equation 2-1 
 
Where     is the sound pressure level [dB re       
   
 
  
 ]; 
  〈  〉 is the time-averaged mean squared pressure [Pa]; 
       is       
   
 
  
. 
                                                     
3
 Nomenclature cited is included in Nomenclature in the initial pages of this dissertation. 
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Similarly the sound power level can be defined as;  
 
            (
           
               
) 
Equation 2-2 
 
Where     is the sound power level [dB re   
   W]; 
  Reference power is      W. 
 
 
2.2.2 Sources and Directivity 
 
Sound sources are often complex and difficult to accurately model without the 
assistance of computer packages. Most sources of concern to engineers can be 
modelled as simple sources like spheres, pistons in an infinite baffle, cylinders, or some 
combination of these.  
Sources can be treated as a monopole source, as it will appear as a point source, if the 
observer is a sufficient distance away. The criterion for using this simplification is that 
the wavelength is much greater than the source itself (Bies and Hansen 1996). 
A dipole model is when two monopole sources are in close proximity and of equal 
source strength that operate      out of phase with each other. A dipole is produced 
by fluctuating pressure forces acting along the axis between them. 
Sound sources that can be considered monopoles are generally omnidirectional, sound 
sources whose dimensions are large when compared to the wavelengths of sound 
being propagated are generally directional. That is the latter will not be 
omnidirectional and the sound power will vary in the region around the machine 
depending on the frequency ranges produced. 
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2.2.3 Radiation Field of a Sound Source 
 
The free field around the sound source has three distinct regions of consideration that 
are relevant when considering sound measurements for acoustic pressure; the 
hydrodynamic near field, the geometric near field, and the far field (Bies and Hansen 
1996). 
The hydrodynamic near field is the region immediately neighbouring the surface of the 
source, extending outward by a distance less than one wavelength. The fluid motion in 
the hydrodynamic near field is not useful for conventional acoustic calculations 
because the particle velocity is out of phase with the acoustic pressure (Bies and 
Hansen 1996). 
The geometric near field is adjacent to the hydrodynamic near field. The geometric 
near field is seldom used for sound measurements because of interference effects. 
Interference is due to contributing waves for various points from the source. The 
geometric near field can be used for acoustic measurements if enough samples are 
taken, as this region has local maxima and minima of sound pressure levels. 
The far field is the region extending beyond the geometric near field to infinity, and is 
characterised by pressure levels decreasing monotonically by 6 dB per doubling of 
distance. Directivity is well defined in the far field and equations 2-1 and 2-2 hold in 
the far field. The far field is characterised by three criteria developed by Bies (1996). 
 
      (  )⁄          
   
(  )⁄  Equation 2-3 (a – c) 
 
Where    is the distance to the source [m]; 
    is the wavelength of the source being considered [m]; 
    is the characteristic dimension of the sound source; 
    refers to a factor of three or more. 
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Locations for measurements need to be taken relative to the frequency of the sound 
range/s of interest. Investigations of broadband noise require considerations for 
frequencies of particular sensitivity. Recalling; 
 
       Equation 2-4 
 
Where    is the speed of sound in the fluid [     ]; 
    is the wavelength of the source being considered [m]; 
    is the frequency under investigation from the sound source [Hz]. 
 
Equation 2-4 is used to investigate the location of the free field for the anticipated 
frequency ranges of interest. These are evaluated in more detail later.  
 
2.2.4 The Human Response to Sound and Weighting Criteria  
 
The response to sound from a healthy human ear is not comparable to sound received 
by a microphone; rather it is far more sensitive to frequencies around normal speech 
(Turner and Pretlove 1991). Sound measuring equipment is designed to possess a 
uniform sensitivity across the audio frequency range. To emulate the human ear and 
categorise a response weighting functions are applied (Known as A, B, C, and several 
others). The different criteria are for use at different sound pressure levels (SPL), 
although the A – weighting criteria is considered sufficient at all SPL’s by several texts 
(Turner and Pretlove 1991; Norton and Karczub 2003). Figure 2-1 details the weighting 
response for different weighting functions. These responses are added to the 
measured SPL’s. 
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Figure 2-1: A, B, and C - Weighting Curves (Source: Turner and Pretlove 1991) 
 
The ear is also susceptible to masking. Masking is the effect of a frequency being 
unable to be perceived due to the presence of another. The severity of the effect is 
related with the relative pressure of the two sounds and the frequency difference of 
the two sounds. 
 
2.2.5 Implications for Research Design 
 
This review of basic terminology has identified several aspects to be aware of when 
dealing with a noise control problem. Specific to this project; 
 
 Sound may be measured using a SPL meter for convenience and data 
manipulation of empirical formulae, 
 Any research methodology must consider where measurements are taken 
from, and be in the free field where practicable, 
 A research methodology must be able to deal with machine directivity to 
facilitate data not being biased, 
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 The experiment should be removed from reflecting surfaces to measure the 
SPL produced by the machine sources only, 
 An appropriate weighting needs selecting for comparison with perceived noise 
levels received by the human ear. 
 
A research methodology must encompass these criteria to ensure accuracy and 
usability of the results. AS 3156 Methods for Measurement of Airborne Noise Emitted 
by Powered Lawnmowers has been identified as a potential standard4.  
 
 
2.3 Impact of Excessive Noise  
 
This section evaluates the negative impact of excessive noise; on the community at 
large, and the operator. The following discussion is an indicator for why a reduction in 
excessive noise is an important endeavour. 
 
2.3.1 The Community 
 
Aberrant social behaviour is well recognised as a symptom of excessive community 
noise; and community noise is a growing issue at a global level (Clark & Sörqvist, 2012; 
World Health Organisation 2013; Yano et al. 2012). Yano et al. (2012) highlight that 
technology for noise mitigation is increasingly being developed to reduce noise 
emissions from extensive industrial, commercial, and residential applications to reduce 
psychological and physiological implications. The World Health Organisation (2013) 
(WHO) identifies community noise as a source of dissatisfaction in everyday life. They 
note community noise has adverse impacts on psychological and social functioning in 
day to day life, reducing cognitive capacity and responsiveness (World Health 
Organisation 2013). Clear convergence exists between many articles; that is 
                                                     
4
 Applicability is evaluated in Chapter 3 – Experiment Methodology and Equipment. 
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background noise is dominant in determining the level of dissatisfaction from an 
excessively noisy source. 
Pearsons (1966) carried out an early study on the effect of background noise. In his 
work Pearsons (1966) drew several conclusions; that noise complaint potential was 
proportionate to the difference between the received noise and the background noise. 
Pearsons (1966) found increasing the background noise from 32 to 46 dB produced a 
positive result by reducing annoyance the same amount as reducing the received noise 
by 5 dB, it is noted the difference of the noise source to these background levels is not 
presented. From the reviewed literature there is no disparity between the effects of 
background noise on annoyance levels. 
Lim et al. (2008) conducted a quantitative study to gather information of respondents 
living close to airports. In their work Lim et al. (2008) concluded that community 
annoyance resulting from irregular intrusive noise is not independent of background 
noise. The intrusive noise exposure used by Lim et al. (2008) ranges from 46 – 80 dB(A) 
and can be used as an indicator of likely levels of annoyance for other intrusive sources 
within this range5. In their work Lim et al. (2008) found annoyance levels increased 
drastically when the continuous sound level exceeded 60 dB(A) with a background 
noise between 42 – 55 dB(A). With an intrusive noise of 75 dB(A) the amount of 
“highly annoyed” respondents ranges from 60 – 90% depending on the background 
noise levels. A limitation of Lim’s work is the respondents were aware of the study and 
may have had increased sensitivity to the intrusive noise. Moreover, the dominant 
frequency bands of the intrusive noise were not recorded for comparison with masking 
effects. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
5
 Table 2-1 is provided for a subjective guide to these noise levels (USQ 2012). 
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Table 2-1: Typical sound pressure levels (USQ 2012) 
 
 
 
An early study conducted by Cameron et al. (1972) investigated the annoyance levels 
in urban environments due to sound pollution from any source. In their study of over 
5000 respondents Cameron et al. (1972) where unable to associate any health issues 
directly related to noise exposure; but concluded one quarter of women and one third 
of men are regularly annoyed by intrusive noise. Tolerance to noise was also found to 
vary between work and social settings. Intrusive noise at work is less tolerable than the 
same character noise at home arising from difficulty in communicating and 
maintaining concentration (Cameron et al. 1972). Schmidt (2005) provides a more 
recent view of annoyance among communities finding early morning lawn mowers 
amongst frequently cited intrusive community noise sources. Schmidt (2005) suggests 
that imposing stronger regulations on use is a strong option to control noise pollution. 
In Australian states and territories domestic lawnmowers are subject to usage 
restrictions for this reason; however strict enforcement is considered wasteful of 
resources and unable to be satisfactorily enforced (NSW Government 2013).  
Perceived effects of excessive community noise on health are extensive, but disparity 
exists between sources. This limitation arises because of the difficulty in establishing 
causal links between excessive noise and the severity of the effect, and the objectivity 
of a person to noise is highly subjective (Goldsmith & Jonsson 1973). Dominant effects 
of noise on health are generally changes in social behaviour resulting from annoyance 
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and extend from inability to communicate, concentrate, perform, or rest (Goldsmith & 
Jonsson 1973). Congruence exists between the WHO (2013) and the effects suggested 
by Goldsmith & Jonsson (1973). The WHO (2013) further attributes excess noise as a 
trigger for accelerating mental health disorders. The WHO (2013) suggest demographic 
areas prone to higher levels of community noise demonstrate the propensity to have 
lower helpfulness, higher rates of aggression, and higher incidence of depression. 
Generally noise is not a sole source of dysfunction; however it may compound with 
pre-existing tensions and produce aberrant social behaviour (WHO 2013). Reducing 
noise is considered a hygiene factor to reduce deviant activities and maintain 
community functionality and health. The ACT Government (2012) recommends the 
noise level at a neighbouring property boundary be limited to 45 dB(A) and 
recommends several remedial steps when dealing with noisy neighbours. 
Community criteria are a part of assessing the likely impact of excessive noise and 
detailed in AS 1055. An observation to be noted is the 45 dB(A) limit recommended by 
the ACT Government (2012). With this limit the difference will be 5 dB(A)6 and have 
only a marginal public reaction. Table 2-2 is adopted from AS 1055 and details the 
adjustments to an acceptable base sound level, typically 40 dB(A), dependant on the 
character of the source. The suspected reaction for the perceived sound difference 
between the source and adjusted background level is given by Table 2-3. It takes into 
account the influence of the time of day, the neighbourhood, and the character of the 
sound. Unfortunately, this document serves as a guide to expected reactions and 
offers no remedial measures. The level of annoyance is comparable to aforementioned 
levels discussed by Lim et al. (2008).  
  
                                                     
6
 45 dB(A) – 40 dB(A) = 5 dB(A) difference 
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Table 2-2: Sound adjustments to base sound level 
 
 
 
Table 2-3: Anticipated community reactions 
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2.3.2 The Individual 
 
This section briefly covers the issue of machine vibration and discusses the positive 
effect of reducing vibrations experienced by the operator from reducing machine 
noise. 
Previous research has identified noise levels produced by lawnmowers as being 
unacceptable, and this issue has since been addressed by the reduction of the 
maximum permissible sound power produced (AS 2657). Today domestic lawnmowers 
shall not exceed and output of 75 dB(A) by this standard. At this sound level there is no 
appreciable risk to the operator in the form of hearing loss; although it is 
acknowledged there may be a temporary hearing threshold shift.  
Noise and vibration are interrelated, but this is often overlooked in the study of 
dynamics. The wave of the noise produced by a mechanical vibration is related to the 
mode experienced by the solid structure (Norton and Karzub 2003). It is intuitive that 
the benefits of reducing noise also have a positive effect on reducing vibration. 
 
 
Figure 2-2: Direction vectors of hand vibration (Source: AS 2763) 
 
Effects of vibration on the operator are covered in detail in extensive literature, and 
health effects are well researched. Negative consequences resulting from continuous 
exposure affect blood vessels, nerves, bones, joints, muscles, etc. of the operator. 
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Specific to vibrations induced in the hand AS 2763 provides detailed procedures and 
description of quantifying vibrations in the hand. AS 2763 acknowledges that the 
vibration exposures and intensities to cause disorders are not known exactly and stand 
as a useful resource for best practice. This standard suggests best practice is to reduce 
vibration as far as practicable and as such any reduction in structural vibration will be 
beneficial for the operator’s long term health. 
 
2.3.3 Recognition of Need  
 
Given it is impractical to increase background noise in a community setting in a 
contrived manner, and that many communities have a background noise level 
significantly lower than described by Lim et al. (2008), reducing sound produced by 
intrusive sources is of high importance. Schmidt (2005) suggests strict regulations will 
reduce the problem associated with intrusive noise, particularly for lawn mowers, by 
shifting the usage to a time where background noise is increased naturally. Limitations 
of this suggestion arise from the difficulty in enforcing regulation, let alone passing it. 
A clear alternative is to reduce the noise at the source. This will reduce the potential 
for annoyance and stimulate positive community effects, both social and health 
related.  
AS 2763 (Vibration and Shock – Hand-transmitted vibration; Guidelines for 
measurement and assessment of human exposure) is a motivator for reducing machine 
vibration for the operators benefit. It is acknowledged that machine vibration in 
lawnmowers may not be significant for short durations of exposure to cause harm, but 
businesses that provide lawn catering services have staff with high exposure levels. AS 
2763 provides the best guidance for machine design, and seeking congruence with 
Engineers Australia sustainability resources the best practice is to reduce vibrations as 
far as practicable. 
Several authors assert that the contribution of machine noise due to underdeck 
sources is around the same as the noise produced by a combustion power source 
(Shepherd & Gibson 1980; Guenther et al. 1977). It is assumed that due to the date of 
these research papers that the gap has extended due to the focus of improving engine 
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performance. A clear approach to address these issues is to reduce the under deck 
sources. 
 
 
2.4 Previous Research 
 
Previous research has identified the main types of under-deck noise to be aerodynamic 
sources, and structural sources resulting from the BPF. This section reviews several 
scholarly papers and conference proceedings to identify progress made by previous 
works. It is acknowledged some papers are dated; however more recent works were 
unable to be sourced that are directly relevant to the problem. Previous research is 
broken into two main sections to address the aforementioned noise sources. 
 
2.4.1 Structure Borne Noise 
 
Bockhoff et al. (2003) assert that both aerodynamic and structural sources contribute 
different proportions to a machines total SPL. In their research they found as cutting 
sizes increase above 0.50 m the BPF and structural interactions become a stronger 
contributor to the SPL than the aerodynamic contribution (Bockhoff et al. 2003). 
Sheppard and Gibson (1980) state that removal of the blades reduces machine noise 
by 3 dB (A). Further in their analysis, using a different machine, Sheppard and Gibson 
(1980) investigated the sound reduction by using a continuous skirt (no cut off chute) 
and found a reduction of 5 dB(A) with the blades operating. Two conclusions were 
drawn; that the aerodynamic noise was of equal contribution to the total SPL as 
structural sources, and that creating a continuous deck isolates the aerodynamic noise 
(Sheppard and Gibson 1980). 
Applegate and Crocker (1982) present research that contradicts the assertions of 
Sheppard and Gibson (1980) by stating the removal of the blades produces a negligible 
drop in the A-weighted SPL. Instead the control of structure borne vibrations should be 
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addressed to reduce machine noise (Applegate and Crocker 1982). In their work 
Applegate and Crocker (1982) investigated; the effect of stiffening the machine, and 
the effect of adding damping to mechanical linkages and flexure areas. It is 
acknowledged that increasing stiffness added significant weight to the machine for a 
similar reduction in broadband sound offered by damping (Applegate and Crocker 
1982). 
 
2.4.2 Aerodynamic Noise 
 
Several authors identify aerodynamic noise originating from aerodynamic sources as 
significant contributors to the total machine noise (Applegate and Crocker 1976; 
Sheppard and Gibson 1980). Reduction of aerodynamic noise in blades and fans has 
been the subject of many research papers over the years. Aerodynamic noise sources 
originate from the interaction between the blade and the fluid (air), and accounts for 
discrete tonal sources and broadband sources (Tauro and Mann 1997). 
Discrete tones are produced by several sources. These are; the pressure field that 
rotates with the blades, the aerodynamic interaction between the blade and the deck 
at the tips of the blade, and vortex shedding. These discrete sources depend on the 
blade type being used and the operating speed. 
Broadband noise sources originate from vortex shedding on the tip and trailing edge, 
boundary layer noise from pressure variances along the blade, and turbulent flow 
noise from the air volume within the under deck volume and over the advancing 
blades. These sources are dependent on operating speed; however the magnitude of 
the sound is influenced rather than frequency. 
Tauro and Mann (1997) discuss in their work that analytical models are seldom used 
due to the complexity and variations of blade geometries. Figure 2-3 may be used as 
an indicator of several types of blades. This conclusion was previously asserted by Leeb 
(1974) that no simple theoretic models have that capacity to accurately predict sound 
levels. Instead Leeb (1974) suggests the design of rotating blades should investigate 
sound produced experimentally. A recent paper by Wu and Zhang (2012) identifies 
that analytical approaches are improving in accuracy, but are not at a stage where 
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models are accurate and repeatable for different applications. In their work Wu and 
Zhang (2012) experimentally investigate low speed axial flow fans with sound levels 
that are particularly small (below 20 dB re 20 μPa) with their improved analytical 
model. The error encountered with the improved model is still in the order of ±20 dB 
across the broadband range. Wu and Zhang (2012) also conclude that experimental 
approaches are most accurate for investigating different noise sources. 
 
 
Figure 2-3: Typical blade types (Source: New Haven Power) 
 
Experimental analysis of aerodynamic noise by Leeb (1974) alleged that the housing 
and skirt geometry had little influence on the aerodynamic noise produced. In his work 
Leeb (1974) failed to reproduce an experiment representative of the real operating 
conditions by using a square housing. Bockhoff et al. (2003) disproved this claim by 
utilising experimental and numerical analyses that details the interaction between the 
blade tip and housing as being significant. By showing the significance of the 
interaction between structure and blades Bockhoff et al. (2003) give questionability 
over earlier authors’ works where aerodynamic analyses investigated blades in free 
space (Applegate and Crocker 1976). 
Sheppard and Gibson (1980) investigate the flow characteristics over blades of varying 
thickness. The experiments utilised by Sheppard and Gibson (1980) investigated vortex 
formations over the geometries in a small wind tunnel. In their work they found 
commercially available blades to have the poorest performance and produced large 
vortices proportionate to the size of the raised wing. The research contribution made 
by Sheppard and Gibson (1980) was the use of a streamlined (air foil) blade that 
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incorporated a raised wing produced a reduction of 6 dB(A) on full scale experiments. 
While these modifications provide a significant reduction in noise, Sheppard and 
Gibson (1980) acknowledge that function is severely compromised. The streamlined 
blade did not provide sufficient air swirl to catch the clippings (Sheppard and Gibson 
1980). Sheppard and Gibson (1980) conclude that the best way to achieve a good cut 
and catching function from the grass is to use the commercial blades with a wing angle 
of 60  or greater to generate a swirl velocity at the extremities of 30 m/s. The 
alternative course of action offered by Sheppard and Gibson (1980) is to use an 
ancillary system to generate air swirl and use the blades for a cutting function only. 
This recommendation has not been adopted as time reveals. 
Tauro and Mann (1997) discuss in their research several sources that produce 
aerodynamic noise and conclud that analytical models are not of any practical value. 
As such Tauro and Mann (1997) recommend an experimental approach be adopted for 
analysis of aerodynamic noise. This assertion was previously made by Leeb (1974). 
Bockhoff et al. (2003) highlight the need for an experiment to be completed with the 
machine as close to operating conditions as practical for accuracy in results, rather 
than approaches utilised by Applegate and Crocker (1976). Sheppard and Gibson 
(1980) found streamlining provides an opportunity for sound reduction of 
aerodynamic noise, particularly the sources originating from tip and trailing edge 
vortex formations. In their investigation the flow characteristics are unlikely to be 
those comparable to the real application, but serve as an ordinal indicator between 
blade types. Sheppard and Gibson (1980) concluded that function is sacrificed to a 
level of no usable value by streamlining the blades to represent air foils, and that 
commercial blades are the most effective option to satisfy all requirements. 
 
 
2.5 Numerical Models 
 
Numerical modelling is frequently utilised for verification and comparison of 
experimental approaches using advanced software packages. Its value lies in being 
able to simulate experiments over smaller timeframes. Numerical modelling has been 
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used extensively to supplement experiments and investigate other relationships in 
data. This section investigates how numerical models have been developed and where 
they have been applied. Comments provided take into account important issues for 
developing a numerical model for this project.  
 
2.5.1 Numerical Models with Experiments  
 
Bockhoff et al. (2003) conducted a comprehensive experiment to validate use of CFD 
software in determining sound pressure levels in numerical models. In their 
experimental work Bockhoff et al. (2003) conducted several experiments in an 
anechoic chamber to investigate the blades in the free stream, and the total noise 
produced with the casing present. The experiments removed the engine noise by 
positioning the motor under the floor plate (considered a ‘silent’ electric motor). The 
experiment noted that a 10 dB increase in SPL’s existed when the blades where 
operated within the casing, as opposed to operating in a free field. This data was 
obtained by placing pressure transducers underneath the deck at different locations 
and by direct SPL measurement. This difference in SPL indicates the significance of the 
BPF and structural noise when investigating blade noise. 
In their numerical models Bockhoff et al. (2003) investigated pressure fluctuations over 
the blade and the pressure exerted on the wall. Transient models were used for all 
numerical simulations. The intensity of the wake at the vortex tips was shown to 
decrease as the number of blades increased, or by modification of the tip shape. 
Bockhoff et al. (2003) offer no recommendation for how the geometry alteration could 
be attained, but confirm that trends between the experiment and model were strongly 
related. 
Analysis of velocity vectors around the blades show intensive recirculation zones on 
the trailing edge of the blade, on the blade tip, and hence strong variances in pressure. 
Bockhoff et al. (2003) did not pursue other blade geometries as part of their research. 
These observations are suspected to be specific to the blade geometry. 
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Reza et al. (2003) performed a similar analysis pertaining to optimisation of a mulching 
blade. Their model was a 2D turbulent model at steady conditions. Their model 
investigated different geometries by the kinetic energy produced at the tip speed from 
the blade interrupting the fluid. The outcome of this research was selection of an 
optimal design that increased lift while decreasing noise. In their results aero acoustic 
noise reduction is assumed from lower kinetic energy. Reza et al. have not considered 
the influence of cross flow of the air traverse to the blade, as observed in experiments 
by Bockhoff et al. (2003), which will influence the results. 
 
2.5.2 Comments on Numerical Research 
 
Analysis of work produced by Bockhoff et al. (2003) highlights some important 
considerations for improved machine design and experiment design. Bockhoff et al. 
(2003) identified by their modelling that increasing the number of blades reduced tip 
vortices resulted in a less intense pressure fluctuation. Bockhoff et al. (2003) asserted 
that the intensity of the vortex could be reduced by modifying tip geometry. This is 
assumed to be a swept edge or by introducing a barrier. These modifications are 
investigated as part of this projects experiment investigations. 
Reza et al. (2003) used a pragmatic approach for selection of an optimal design. 
Modifications were made to geometries based on prior observations to optimise the 
design shape for a typical mulching blade. Reza et al. (2003) inferred lower SPL’s are 
produced by lower variances in fluid properties. 
 
 
2.6 Functional Requirements 
 
The reviewed literature commonly evaluates pressure and flow effects due to the 
under deck sources; however few consider what the impact will be on the machines 
functionality by employing their recommendations. This section concisely covers the 
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cutting action in a single blade system (2 cutting edges) pertaining to a push behind 
mower. 
Conventional blades serve two main purposes. Initially the blades impact and sever the 
grass suspending it into the air. The grass may be deposited into the catcher or fall 
back to ground. The second main function of the blade is to introduce pressure 
differences to lift the grass, and to impart air swirl into the underdeck volume. As the 
grass is suspended into the air-swirl again it is transited to the outer boundary of the 
cowling; or into the catcher. Air swirl is induced through the raised wing of the blade, 
see Figure 2-4. 
 
 
Figure 2-4: Flat and high wing blade profiles (Source: Sheppard and Gibson 1980) 
 
The main constructs of high importance to maintain a functional design is for the blade 
to impact and cut the grass, and to produce enough lift and air-swirl to catch it.  
Price is another function commonly overlooked in the reviewed papers, with few 
considering the cost of implementing their solutions. Today’s market offers many 
different configurations for $20 - $ 30 AUD (Bunnings Warehouse 2013). The most 
expensive blade available was found to be $79.95 AUD. Moreover, machine 
modifications should not induce excessive cost for a machine to remain competitive. 
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2.7 Standards 
 
This section identifies relevant standards for this project. The standards reviewed are 
based on assessment of noise in communities, and the test procedures to quantify the 
sound produced by a domestic push behind mower. 
 
2.7.1 Australian and New Zealand Standards  
 
There are several Australian Standards (AS) relevant to consider for this project. These 
standards are identified and discussed below, and form the basis of the experiment 
design. 
 
AS 3534 – Methods for Measurement of Airborne Noise Emitted by Powered 
Lawnmowers, Edge and Brush Cutters and Sting Trimmers. This standard applies to 
measurement of noise for annoyance and hearing conservation purposes. The output 
is a SPL and sound power level of the machine at idle. These values allow the noise to 
be evaluated as part of any other system. It outlines a process for measurement 
requirements, sets constraints on experiment design, and identifies the equipment to 
be used for testing. The standard defines the A-weighted surface sound pressure level 
as; 
 
            
 
 
∑        
 
   
 Equation 2-5 
 
Where      is the A–weighted surface sound pressure level [dB 
re          
 
  
 ]; 
     is the A–weighted sound pressure level resulting from the  
   
measurement corrected for background noise taken at location N [dB 
re          
 
  
 ]; 
    is the total number of measurements; N = 6 
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From the resultant surface sound pressure level the sound power level of the machine 
is found from; 
                   (
 
  
) Equation 2-6 
 
Where      is the A–weighted sound power level [dB re     ]; 
     is the A–weighted surface sound pressure level [dB 
re          
 
  
 ]; 
    is the area of the measurement surface in square meters; 
    = 1 
  
         (
 
  
) = 20 dB for a 4 m test radius 
 
AS/NZS 3156 – Approval and Testing Specification of Electric Lawnmowers. AS 3156 
provides details on testing and general requirements an electric lawnmower must 
possess to be safe.  
 
AS 1259 – Sound Level Meters. This standard describes testing and evaluation of fitness 
for purpose of different class sound level meters. It is consulted to ensure the available 
equipment is suitable for testing described by AS 3534. 
 
 
2.8 Project Assimilation 
 
Research reveals that there is disparity between authors relating to the contribution of 
structural and aerodynamic sources. The effect of streamlining blades has been 
investigated to a limited extent but the modification to the blades is not described. The 
author of this project would like to clarify areas of disparity between the reviewed 
sources. 
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Research gaps in the literature required to be addressed are; 
1. Identify the character and contribution of blade noise and structural noise to 
the total SPL, 
2. Investigate the influence of ground clearance, 
3. Evaluate the broadband noise of several different blade geometries of the 
same thickness, 
4. Investigate the BPF contribution by creating a continuous skirt. 
 
Other opportunities to mitigate noise are; 
1. Modification of existing blades to include a swept trailing edge, or tip barrier, 
2. Energy absorbing materials at the blade tips, 
3. Pressure relief at the blade tips by modifying the machine skirt. 
 
These opportunities are pursued by a pragmatic approach with consideration of fluid 
mechanics phenomenon, and inspired by review of literature. Tauro and Mann (1997) 
asserted tip and trailing edge vortices are dominant aerodynamic sources and these 
modifications will assist in reducing them. Aerodynamic noise is pursued for reduction 
as Norton and Karczub (2003) identify for machines with a small number of blades, 
aerodynamics sources are dominant. Numerical research will also investigate these 
areas of interest. 
 
 
2.9 Chapter Summary 
 
The reviewed research identifies important considerations when measuring sound, 
and why the noise is a problem for the community and operator. It demonstrates the 
significance excess noise plays as a source of dissatisfaction and aggravation in modern 
life, along with health implications. Previous research has addressed many areas 
related to machine noise but none offer a conclusive recommendation for reducing 
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machine noise whilst maintaining functionality. From the reviewed literature structural 
control, aerodynamic control, and numerical analyses have been investigated and 
experimental proceedings will build on these works. All literature sources have 
investigated the effect of the wing and trailing edge effects on noise production.  
The cutting edge has a negligible influence on the generated sound. Disparity among 
reviewed works is considered an initial area of investigation for this project.  
Chapter 3 is about experimental techniques, task identification equipment, and 
experiment design to address the findings of Chapter 2.  
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3. Chapter 3 –Experiment Methodology and 
Equipment 
 
 
3.1  Introduction 
 
In order to evaluate the SPL produced by a domestic push behind mower testing was 
conducted investigating different blade types/geometries. The objective of these 
experiments was to identify and quantify the SPL produced by different under-deck 
sources produced by blade motion.  
Initially the experiments produced a baseline test for noise produced by standard 
cutting blades compared to machine noise without the blades. Each blade was 
evaluated for its catching ability to compare the SPL with the functionality of the 
blade/s. To supplement experiment results the different geometries tested are 
compared with numerical models and used to investigate fluid property variations in 
the wake and near the skirt. The numerical models do not have the capacity to 
reproduce the expected SPL but provides an ordinal measurement guide between 
different geometries. The structural noise may also be investigated from the numerical 
model. 
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3.2 Experiment Design and Procedures 
 
Tasks and experiment planning are evaluated in this section to develop concepts to be 
explored. The following sections discuss tasks of interest, develop plans to evaluate 
deliverable tasks, discuss the suitability Australian Standards, and highlight limitations 
of the experiment from the outset to be addressed. 
 
3.2.1 Task Identification 
 
Tasks that need to be addressed specifically focus on satisfying the project 
specification. The developed experiment design must have the capability to evaluate 
noise produced by different blade geometries and ground clearances. The differences 
in blade geometry can be from various thicknesses, lengths, raised wing angles, and 
diameters. The measurements collected will investigate broadband noise allowing 
local maxima in bandwidths to be evaluated further. It is expected the lower frequency 
ranges (around 100 Hz) will be categorised by the BPF and the induced structural 
noise. See Appendix E – Blade Bypass Frequency for justification of the anticipated 
frequency range. 
To assess this noise the experiment will require measurements in the far field free 
from other intrusive noise sources. By utilising an outdoor test it must be performed 
under repeatable conditions and as far as practicable from reflecting surfaces.  
The different geometries need to be evaluated for functionality and compared with 
the SPL produced. This will facilitate investigation of what functional design features 
influence noise.  
It would be favourable to gain visual representation of the structural vibration to 
investigate the natural frequencies. Optical access could explore the deflection of the 
cowling relative to the position of the blade. Due to resource limitations 
accelerometers are positioned around the skirt for frequency analysis. 
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To quantify noise produced by resonance in the chute the outlet is made continuous. 
Sheppard and Gibson (1980) used this method to isolate the BPF source. Measurement 
of the reduction in SPL will indicate the contribution from this source. 
 
3.2.2 Suitability of AS 3534  
 
Utilising AS 3534 for a baseline experiment design presents several concerns. Primarily 
those identified to be of importance in section 2.2.5 – Implications for Research 
Design. Concerns relate to addressing if the measurements are in the free field, and 
how far to position the experiment from reflecting surfaces. This suitability has been 
evaluated and the methodology adapted from AS 3534 will be suitable. These concerns 
are addressed in Appendix – D by evaluation of implications noted in section 2.2.5. 
 
3.2.3 Task Deliverables and Experiment Concepts 
 
Evaluating the aforementioned tasks requires a repeatable experimental process to be 
adopted. AS 3534 – Methods for Measurement of Airborne Noise Emitted by Powered 
Lawnmowers has been selected for its applicability to investigate the noise produced 
by the machine blades. The experiment identified by the standard is performed 
outdoors at a location set by the user.  
AS 3534 facilitates measurement of the total machine noise by definition for 
annoyance and hearing conservation purposes. An objective of this project is to 
quantify what produces machine noise pertaining to the blade geometry, ground 
clearance, BPF and their relative contributions to the total SPL.  
This standard will allow investigation of the noise contributions by the blades. Taking 
noise readings from the machine with no blades and setting this as a benchmark will 
allow investigation of the total sound levels produced by other blade geometries. Each 
different blade will be tested and compared to this benchmark to indicate what 
contributions are present relative to the geometries. The experiments will analyse four 
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different blade types. These are; the no-wing (flat) blade, original manufacturer blade, 
high-wing blade, and a modified conceptual blade. The concept blade is the same has 
the same geometry as the manufacturer blade, with the inclusion of a tip barrier and 
increased trailing edge. These opportunities for noise mitigation are selected from 
discussions detailed in section 2.8. As previously noted these barrier methods are 
known to reduce aerodynamic noise, considered the strongest contributing source to 
the SPL by the reviewed literature (Tauro and Mann 1997; Norton and Karczub 2003). 
The blades are pictured in Figure 3-1. The manufacturer blade has a wing angle of     
and the high-wing blade has a wing of    . 
 
 
Figure 3-1: Experiment Blades 
 
Influence by varying the cut height is expected to have an effect on the total noise 
received. Previous research has not investigated this influence and is considered 
contributory to the area. AS 3534 requires a specific height for the machine for a valid 
test; however all other requirements being equal the heights may be altered for the 
purpose of this project between maximum and minimum settings. If no observable 
difference is made this investigation will not be pursued further.  
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The contribution to the total SPL by the BPF can be inferred by blocking the exit chute 
making the skirt continuous (Sheppard and Gibson 1980). The anticipated reduction 
should be the contribution to the SPL from this source. Figure 3-2 shows the fitted 
block used for creating a continuous skirt that does not add significant weight or 
stiffness to the machine. 
 
 
Figure 3-2: Polystyrene wedge location 
 
It is highly important to consider the functional requirements of any component when 
offering recommendations for improved design. Investigation of functionality is carried 
out by taking a full cut width of grass and noting the distance made before the 
catching function is compromised, and noting the catcher pattern and the weight of 
the grass. Failure to catch can be identified as large clumps of grass not being 
deposited into the catcher.  
These task deliverables will contribute to existing (often contradictory) research by 
experimentally validating the contributions made to the SPL from these areas of 
influence. 
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Limitations that impede exploration of other potential tasks are: 
 blade thickness, 
 chord length of the blade, 
 tip speed, and 
 skirt depth. 
These areas of interest will not be considered due to resource limitations and are 
defined from selection of an appropriate machine. 
In control/reduction of the noise sources the author would like to explore modification 
of the manufacturer’s blade, and modification to the machine skirt. The proposed 
machine changes will be explored as time permits and would include modification to; 
 
The blades (See Figure 3-3): 
 Introduction of a blade tip barrier: This has not been investigated amongst 
the reviewed literature. Barriers may potentially impede the transit of cut 
grass but are considered likely to reduce tip vortices. The effect on function 
can be evaluated by functional testing. 
 Addition of a swept edge/cavitation plate: This may offer a similar 
reduction as streamlining by reducing flow separation and trailing edge 
vortices. Experiments can be validated by numerical analysis. 
 
  
Figure 3-3: Blade modification 
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The skirt (see Figure 3-4): 
 Providing pressure relief vents: A pattern of small holes around the skirt will 
relieve pressure and potentially absorb energy to reduce noise. The pattern 
used is commonly used in muffling applications. Contrarily this will 
introduce a new sound transmission path and lower the machine stiffness. 
 Adding an energy absorbing material around the underdeck clearance 
between the skirt and blade: A foam material in this clearance may dampen 
some energy and reduce tip vortices. 
 
  
Figure 3-4: Skirt modifications 
 
 
3.2.4 Methods 
 
Prior to Testing 
The area chosen to conduct testing was the oval area near USQ’s P-Block, see Figure 
3-5. This test site was well grassed suitable for testing as outlined in AS 3534, and able 
to have a test diameter of 8 metres prepared at the lowest height setting of the 
mower. The test environment is visibly free from reflecting surfaces within 12 metres, 
suitably level, and had low ambient noise. All other ambient influences required to be 
assessed by AS 3534 were be recorded at this time i.e. temperature, humidity etc. 
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Prior to making any measurements the type 2 sound level meter was checked in 
satisfaction of AS 1259 and recalibrated as appropriate. Background noise levels were 
checked and recorded. It was considered if the background noise level approached 10 
dB of the approximate machine noise before or during testing a quieter test site would 
be sought 
An 8 metre diameter test site was prepared with the machine for running in purposes, 
and then sound measurement locations were marked on the ground with marking 
paint for repeatability. The test pad was then located at the centre of the site, with the 
machine partially secured to the test pad, set to a height no lower than 30 mm and 
checked for any loose objects. An RCD device was set just out of the test site for safety 
and emergency purposes. Details of the test pad are given in Appendix F. 
 
 
Figure 3-5: Test Location 
 
P - Block 
Test Location 
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During Testing 
Background noise and machine noise with no blades mounted was taken prior to other 
experiments. Each sample measurement of SPL’s was completed in satisfaction of the 
procedures outlined in AS 3534. During the test sound level measurements were taken 
at locations required by AS 3534 as detailed in Figure 3-7. These test samples were 
collated to find the total SPL of the machine and blades for each blade type. It was 
expected that the SPL collected would be close to that provided by the manufacturer’s 
specifications for the provided cutting blades. Figure 3-6 is taken of the test site to aid 
in visual representation of the experiment procedure. 
 
 
Figure 3-6: Prepared experiment site 
 
This experiment measured the time-averaged SPL at various locations defined by AS 
3534 (Figure 3-7). The evaluation of the noise level at these locations identifies 
directivity of the machine and allows the total SPL to be averaged. 
For each test the operator stands in a normal position and brings the machine to the 
maximum speed attainable. Once the machine reached steady conditions the sound 
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level meter (SLM) measured a dose for 20 seconds, or until the noise levels became 
steady. The SLM was then moved to the next location and the measurement process 
repeated.  
Once all measurements for a test were conducted the blades were changed out 
following the manufacturer’s instructions and the process repeated through. Once all 
blades were tested the catcher chute was blocked with a polystyrene wedge for 
evaluation of the BPF contribution. This isolated the BPF noise by creating a 
continuous skirt. Sound measurements for these tests followed the aforementioned 
procedures. Results from testing and are presented in the following chapter. Test 
notes taken from experiments are detailed in Appendix C. 
Subsequent to testing with the original machine geometry the aforementioned skirt 
modifications were implemented and tested following the same procedures. 
 
   
                  
Figure 3-7: Sound measurement locations 
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After Testing 
After all tests were completed materials were stored in the delegated locations and 
the test site cleared of any foreign matter. A visual inspection ensured the area was 
left in a safe state. 
 
Functional Testing 
Currently there are no standards addressing the functionality of the machine. The 
proposed functional testing included preparation of a large site (Figure 3-8) to the 
machines nearest cut setting of the grass height. The grass was similar to that of 
typical residential locations. For each blade type a single run on the next lowest cut 
height was made until either the catcher was full, or the machine failed to catch. 
Failure was categorised by clumps of grass failing to be collected. Each run noted the 
distance travelled before failure, the weight of grass caught, and the pattern of the 
caught grass in the catcher. The functional test results are presented in the following 
chapter. 
 
 
Figure 3-8: Functional test site 
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3.2.5 Experiment Limitations  
 
A limitation of using the methods defined in AS 3534 is that the under-deck noise 
cannot be completely isolated. A different method would be required to supply power 
to the blades from an external source in order to overcome this issue. The method 
used is considered sufficient to meet the project aims and each test will incur the same 
bias. 
Interaction between the test pad and excitation forces produced by the machine will 
introduce another noise source. The standard does not acknowledge this induced 
error; however it is considered necessary for repeatability of the experiment in other 
locations. It is anticipated that the test pad is used to represent the absorption of 
natural grass independent of test location. 
The initial test to quantify the SPL produced by the power source is expected to 
produce a slightly lower SPL than if the machine was operating with blades. This is 
expected due to the power source being unloaded. At steady operation the total noise 
produced is anticipated to be similar. 
 
3.2.6 Numerical Models 
 
Numerical models are utilised for this research to supplement experiment findings. 
CFX on ANSYS R14.5 has been selected for the numerical analysis of velocity and 
pressure distributions in areas identified to be of interest throughout the literature. It 
is acknowledged that these models will not produce SPL’s that are accurate to match 
the experiment works, but are used as a guide of magnitude for comparing the effect 
of different geometry blades.  
Once numerical models reflect the magnitude in order found by experiment results 
they can be used for optimisation of the blade geometries as time permits. This 
investigation will be timely and cost effective compared with manufacture and physical 
testing. The numerical models will consider air flow at operational speed corrected for 
relativity between the fixed structures and air-swirl. 
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A transient model is considered too complex for the resources available for this 
project. In order to emulate a transient model as far as practicable the blades will be 
simulated as stationary with a moving fluid volume progressing over them. Relative to 
the blades the skirt, ground, and air volume will be progressing at the tip speed7. To 
develop turbulent flow from the wake of the blade on the progressing blade each 
blade will be staggered a distance of ½ a rotation. Figure 3-9 aids in visualisation of the 
numerical investigation set up. 
To evaluate when the model reaches a near steady state the drag force on the trailing 
blades will somewhat converge. The flow characteristics at this blade are evaluated for 
flow comparison. Numerical analyses benefit this project by allowing a visual 
representation of variations in the air properties. The numerical analyses complement 
the experiment results and are beneficial in exploring geometry alterations. 
The creation of numerical models was developed through several stages. The 
requirements to produce a successful model were correctly setting the; geometry, 
mesh, setup, and solver conditions. 
 
Geometry 
 
Development of blade geometries was created using Pro-Engineer Wildfire 5.0. Pro-
Engineer Wildfire 5.0 was utilised for its ability to quickly modify and constrain 
different geometries. The blades were drawn as close as possible to the physical 
entities. Some simplifications were required for meshing purposes i.e. small fillets etc. 
are avoided due to mesh sizing limitations. The geometry models were then imported 
as .stp files into ANSYS 14.5. Creation of the air volume for flow analysis is created by 
patterning the imported sketch as a frozen body and adding an enclosure 
representative of the clearances of the physical machine. The fluid body accounts for 
the blade interactions by inserting a Boolean and removing the blade bodies leaving a 
fluid volume.  
 
                                                     
7
 Can be corrected for relative speed by underdeck air swirl 
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Figure 3-9: Numerical geometry  
 
Meshing 
 
A body sizing of 10mm is applied to the fluid volume, to account for the relatively small 
geometry of the blades. Each blade is developed as a named selection and mesh 
inflation and layering of 2mm is applied for boundary layer interactions (Figure 3-10). 
This area within the model could be further refined but is considered sufficient for 
meeting the project objectives. Limitations arise from the student license limitation on 
model elements (See Table 3-1). A mesh sensitivity test was conducted and found the 
model to be satisfactory. 
 
 
Figure 3-10: Numerical mesh 
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Table 3-1: Mesh node and element details 
Model Nodes Elements 
Flat Blade 240 593 1 284 361 
Manufacturer Blade 304 692 1 609 824 
High Wing Blade 272 152 1 424 391 
Concept Blade 232 854 1 122 003 
 
Model Setup 
 
The blades for this model are stationary and other body interactions are moving 
relative to them. Relative to the blade the deck, grass, and air are all moving at 
different speeds. This is accounted for by specifying inlet, outlet, and wall conditions 
representative of the physical experiments such as surface roughness, relative flow 
etc.. To test the robustness of the models k-epsilon and shear stress transport models 
were evaluated with a residual target of 1x    . Upon solving the solution quickly 
converges within around 25-80 iterations depending on the solver used. Fluid 
initialisation significantly reduced the initial model solve times. Figure 3-11 is the 
domain setup for an initial model where each variable mentioned is specified. 
 
 
Figure 3-11: Domain setup 
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Model Solutions 
 
Post solving the model has the capacity to investigate fluid properties at any point or 
plane within the volume specified by the user. These models were used to investigate 
drag forces on the trailing blades, pressure and velocity contours around/on the blade, 
and flow streamlines. Note that numerous other investigations can be made. 
 
3.2.7 Project Resources 
 
Identification of resources is essential for project management and planning activities. 
The aforementioned activities and testing will require appropriate resources to 
complete the experimental works. Resources required are those to satisfy testing of AS 
3534, a selection of blades and other incidental materials that are described in the task 
deliverables. Project resources are discussed in Appendix B-2. 
 
 
3.3 Consequential Effects 
 
Possible consequences for undertaking this project have been investigated to identify 
potential issues that may be involved within the research process. Areas of 
consequential effect are sustainability, safety, and ethical dimensions and are 
addressed below 
 
3.3.1 Ethical Dimensions 
 
Engineers Australia (EA) outlines within its Code of Ethics: 2000 that all engineering 
practices are expected to be performed with integrity, honesty, leadership, and 
sustainability. EA’s code of ethics is used as a guidebook for all ethical considerations 
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required in decision making herein, with the interests of the community held in high 
esteem for all matters. All testing seeks to leave the natural environment in its original 
state and leave no lasting legacies, and all stakeholders involved to be hazard free. 
 
3.3.2 Sustainability 
 
Sustainable practice is important for any engineering project with applications in 
transport, design, construction, and numerous others facets (Engineers Australia, 
Sustainability Resources 2012). EA provides guidelines for working towards sustainable 
engineering; the most relevant to this project is design. EA’s guidelines provide a 
checklist for engineering design. This project seeks to provide considerations for 
optimal design and is likely use the same (or similar) materials to minimise cost and 
components. The main considerations to minimise are the environmental impacts and 
provide environment protection by preserving positive social behaviours. 
 
3.3.3 Safety 
 
The components to be tested will be in full satisfaction of AS/NZ 3156 Methods for 
Measurement of Airborne Noise for Powered Lawnmowers. Safety and equipment shall 
be in accordance with cited standards provided within AS/NZ 3156. Safety mitigation 
techniques are employed for other identified experiment risks and are detailed in the 
preliminary project report. 
 
 
3.4 Risk Assessment 
 
All engineering projects carry some risk, albeit of varying magnitude. Ensuring safety of 
all stakeholders is paramount and safety issues need to be identified and comply with 
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legislation such as the Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995. The objective of this act 
which is enforced by various methods is to; 
 
“The objective of this Act is to prevent a person’s death, injury or illness being 
caused by a workplace, by a relevant workplace area, by work activities, or by 
plant or substances for use at a relevant place.” (Workplace Health and Safety 
Act 1995) 
 
Due to the nature of this project there are several risks present. This requires a formal 
risk analysis procedure to quantitatively deal with each risk. Use of a risk analysis 
procedure allows potential risks to be mitigated. 
A hazard is a source of physical harm that may be a threat to people, property, or the 
environment (Research Project Reference Book 2013, pp. 76).  A risk is the likelihood 
of the hazard occurring, or actually causing harm. The relationship between hazards 
and risks are often evaluated using a risk analysis. This quantifies the level of risk which 
is representative of the level of response required. 
AS/NZS 3931 (Risk analysis of technological systems – application guide) has a primary 
objective to ensure quality and consistency in in the planning and execution of risk 
analyses. A risk matrix is adopted for quantifying risks associated with this project. 
 
 
3.5 Risk Identification (During Project Execution) 
 
Foreseeable hazards and potential hazards are identified for their risk to be assessed. 
Potential hazards are listed on Table 3-2. Appendix B.3 is the preliminary project report 
provides more details pertaining to identified risks. 
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Table 3-2: Potential Experiment Hazards 
Kinetic Energy Blades, liberated objects, un-restrained machine 
Electricity Dangerous leads, loose electrical components 
Heights Inadequate ladder, dangerous use 
Sound Excessive noise 
Physical Strain from lifting, dehydration, sunburn, trip 
Chemical Inhalation of fumes 
 
 
3.6 Risk Evaluation and Control 
 
A risk control matrix is used to evaluate all potential risks and is given in Figure 3-12. 
The rating of the risk is determined by comparison of likelihood with the frequency 
that the risk may occur. 
 
Frequency of 
Occurrence 
Severity of Consequence 
Minor Severe Major Catastrophic 
Incredible T T I I 
Improbable T L I H 
Remote L L H H 
Occasional L L H H 
Probable L I H H 
Frequent I H H H 
 
Figure 3-12: Risk Control Matrix (Source: AS 3931:1998) 
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Key:  
H High Risk 
I Intermediate Risk 
L Low Risk 
T Trivial Risk 
 
 
This risk assessment matrix shown in Figure 3-12 can be applied to risks identified in 
Table 3-2. A quantitative analysis of the highest rating risks detailed in the preliminary 
project report is presented in Table 3-3. 
 
Table 3-3: Risk Rating Table 
Risk Likely Frequency Severity Rating 
Kinetic Energy Improbable Severe Low Risk 
Electricity Remote Severe Low Risk 
Heights Remote Severe Low Risk 
Sound Improbable Minor Low Risk 
Physical Probable Minor Low Risk 
Chemical Improbable Minor Low Risk 
 
 
Control measures for these risks are presented in appendix B.3 of the preliminary 
project report and are not repeated for clarity. The aforementioned risks can be 
mitigated using common sense; however all stakeholders will be instructed of risks and 
their relevant controls. 
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3.7 Risk Beyond Project Completion 
 
Risks extending beyond those identified during the project are unforeseeable. All risk 
assessment and management plans previously identified are relevant for mitigating 
these risks. Unidentified risks may be present and vigilance should be exercised when 
utilising exhausted resources. 
 
 
3.8 Project Resource Requirements 
 
In any project it is highly important to be aware of resources required and their 
associated costs, whether financial or due to time spent. This project is sponsored 
primarily by The University of Southern Queensland and cost control is of high 
importance. Appendix B.2 details the method used to list all foreseeable resources that 
will be required, and to predict costs and time requirements. 
 
 
3.9 Project Timeline 
 
The time component of a project is one of the key deliverables in any engineering 
project, and is therefore a cornerstone in project management (Burke 2012). Tasks, 
methods, and milestones are required to be bought into context over a timeframe for 
a given project for this reason. 
Appendix B.1 details the initial Gantt chart for this project. It identifies the sections in 
an instrumental order with estimates for time that will be required. Evaluation of 
Appendix B.1 has been used for an easy comparison of progress to date over the 
duration of the project. 
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3.10 Chapter Summary 
 
The tasks identified are appropriate for achieving the project aims as identified in the 
project specification. These tasks are contributory to the area and facilitate either; 
grounds for further work to be analysed or, appropriate reasoning to no longer pursue 
a certain course of action. These actions evaluate the contribution of the total SPL 
produced by different blades, the influence of skirt height, and the component of the 
SPL produced by the chute. These are delivered through an appropriate experiment 
and numerical investigations. Functional testing ensures alterations do not significantly 
reduce the machines required functions. As time permits machine and blade 
modifications will be explored. During all experiments the foreseeable risks were be 
mitigated using the identified techniques. 
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4. Chapter 4 – Experiment Results and Observations  
 
 
4.1  Introduction 
 
During execution of the deliverables outlined in Chapter 3 records were kept for data 
analysis and experiment validation purposes. The physical experiments captured all 
relevant information for a valid test as outlined by AS 3534, including weather 
conditions and noise measurement readings at 1/3 octave band ranges. The functional 
testing recorded the distance travelled before each blade type failed catch, the mass of 
the grass caught, and noted the catcher fill pattern. Full data collection sheets are 
provided in Appendix C and 1/3 octave band data provided in Appendix G. 
Numerical results are indicative of experiments. Observations are consistent and 
represent the flow expected on an ordinal scale.  
 
 
4.2 Physical Experiments 
 
The project specification deliverables were evaluated using the designed 
methodologies in Chapter 3. Physical experiments were conducted to explore the 
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influence blade geometries play in total noise, the influence of skirt height, the 
contribution of blade noise, structural noise, and the BPF contributions to total noise.  
 
4.2.1 Sound Level Experiments 
 
The SPL produced by each noise source was measured using a Larson Davis LxT sound 
track sound level meter as required by AS 3534 and the developed experiment 
methodology8. The experiment results are discussed in Chapter 5. Once each SPL was 
measured at the specified locations the machine sound power is evaluated using 
equations 2-5 and 2-6. The measured SPL’s are given in Table 4-1 with the full list of 
measured SPL’s for each 1/3 octave band are given in Appendix G. Figure 4-1 details 
the blades from left to right; these are flat, manufacturer, high lift, and concept blade. 
 
 
Figure 4-1: Tested blade types 
 
 
                                                     
8
 Soundtrak LxT2 S/N: 0001398 
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Table 4-1: Experiment results for Sound Pressure and Sound Power levels 
Experiment Type Sound Pressure Measurement at AS 
3536 locations 1 – 6 (dBA) adjusted to 
mid height. 
Sound Pressure 
Level 9 (   ) & 
Sound Power level 
(   ) 
Open 
Chute 
Blade Used 1 2 3 4 5 6         
Background - - - - - - 44.9 - 
No Blade 51.0 53.6 51.3 51.2 55.6 53.7 52.4 72.4 
Flat  56.2 56.4 58.8 57.6 59.8 59.1 58.0 78.0 
Manufacturer 61.3 61.2 63.4 61.4 64.0 64.0 62.7 82.7 
High Wing 63.7 63.4 65.6 63.8 66.1 64.3 64.6 84.6 
Concept 58.1 59.4 60.8 58.9 61.5 61.1 60.1 80.1 
Closed 
Chute 
Flat  56.0 55.4 56.9 55.1 56.1 56.0 55.6 75.6 
Manufacturer 59.4 59.7 60.5 59.8 60.1 62.8 60.4 80.4 
High Wing 61.8 60.2 63.3 61.1 62.1 66.0 62.8 82.8 
Concept 59.0 59.9 60.0 60.8 58.6 62.0 60.0 80.0 
Modified 
Skirt 
(open) 
Background - - - - - - 45.6 - 
No Blade 52.9 53.5 52.1 52.1 54.6 54.0 52.1 72.1 
Flat  58.8 58.7 60.3 59.7 61.0 60.5 59.8 79.8 
Manufacturer 62.6 63.8 64.0 62.8 65.2 64.1 63.8 83.8 
High Wing 65.1 66.0 65.7 65.3 67.5 65.3 65.9 85.9 
Concept 59.9 60.3 63.0 62.0 63.5 63.0 62.0 82.0 
                                                     
9
 Surface pressure level defined by AS 3534 is the sum of each measured SPL corrected for background 
noise at the measurement hemisphere. 
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Modified 
Skirt 
(closed) 
Flat  57 57.1 57.6 56.7 60.7 59.2 58.1 78.1 
Manufacturer 62.1 61.5 62.6 62.2 61.0 62.0 62.0 82.0 
High Wing 64.1 63.4 63.2 63.2 65.3 62.5 63.7 83.7 
Concept 59.0 58.4 59.5 59.7 61.7 60.8 59.0 79.0 
Skirt 
Height10 
Top Height (75 
mm) 
65.8 65.7 65.1 65.7 66.8 65.5 65.7 85.7 
Bottom 
Height (20mm) 
64.3 63.9 64.2 64.4 65.0 64.8 64.4 84.4 
 
 
Observable differences of around 2 – 2.4 dB(A) can be noted between the open and 
closed chute SPL’s for all standard blade types before and after skirt modification. The 
alterations on the concept blade measured a 2.6 dB(A) reduction in noise from the 
manufacturers design and was subjectively quieter.  
The modification to the skirt increased the measured SPL by 1.1 – 1.9 dB(A) for each 
blade type when compared to the initial condition experiments with an open chute. 
This increase in sound is harmonious with the closed chute data, with increases of 0.9 
– 1.6 dB(A). Note the sound power produced by the motor alone is nearly the same as 
before the alteration (from 72.1 to 72.4 dB(A)). A subjective observation is that there 
appeared to be more machine vibration from articles that seemed loose (height 
adjustment spring etc.) and may account for variances from the modified skirt data. 
The SPL vs. frequency for the altered skirt is given in Figures 4-5 to 4-6. 
The 1/3 octave band frequencies from an experiment are detailed in Table 4-211. This is 
graphically represented in Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3. The difference between the 
measured SPL between open and closed chute conditions (pre-alteration) are given in 
Figure 4-4. Several notable observations to this data are; 
 
                                                     
10
 SPL measured with high wing (noisiest) blade 
11
 Full 1/3 Octave band details are given in Appendix G 
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 Large peaks in the SPL in the 100 Hz and 200 Hz 1/3 octave bands with and 
without blade operation. 
 The altered skirt exhibits the same peaks of larger magnitude, and introduces a 
new peak in the 500 Hz octave band. 
 The large magnitude of the noise produced in the 4000 Hz band for the flat 
blade. 
 The concept blade had a negligible reduction in sound when the exit chute is 
blocked (<1dB(A) across most of the spectrum). 
 The frequencies from 600 – 6000 Hz had the largest reduction ( 2 – 6 dB(A))  for 
the standard blades when the exit chute is blocked. The reduction in SPL is 
proportionate between blades in this range. 
 Reductions from 100 – 600 Hz are not proportionate between blades. 
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Table 4-2: Collected frequency data for open chute analysis 
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Figure 4-2: Open chute frequency data 
 
 
 
Figure 4-3: Closed chute frequency data  
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Figure 4-4: Difference between open chute and closed chute SPL 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-5: Altered skirt open chute frequency data  
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Figure 4-6: Altered skirt open chute frequency data  
 
 
Incongruities in the low range frequency data (both skirt conditions) initiated a further 
investigation to specific frequency analysis. Resonance induced from the motor is 
suspected to be the cause. This suspicion is drawn from; 
 
 The peaks being present without blade operation; 
 The motor is an A/C motor operating at   3000 rpm (50Hz); 
 The peaks are present with a continuous skirt; 
 The concept blade is not perfectly balanced and will exhibit out of balance 
behaviour. 
 
This investigation analysed the sound frequencies (aerodynamic noise) dominant 
across the broadband spectrum for the electric motor, flat blade, manufacturer’s 
blade. It extended to gather accelerometer data at critical points on the mower skirt 
for structural analysis (Pictured in Figure 4-7). The blades were chosen to investigate 
the 4000 Hz peak from the flat blade, and investigate if any dominant frequencies exist 
from the manufacturer blade. 
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Figure 4-7: Accelerometer locations 
 
The doses recorded for the blade noise were captured as .wav files for manipulation 
within MATLab’s inbuilt Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) solver. The FFT is used to 
decompose the signal measured from the .wav file into its approximate component 
sums. The frequencies are plotted on a relative dB scale for comparison. The FFT 
results for the noise files are given in Figures 4-8 to 4-10. 
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Figure 4-8: No blade (Motor) FFT 
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Figure 4-9: Flat blade FFT 
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Figure 4-10: Manufacturers blade FFT 
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The structural vibration was analysed using the same FFT approach. The signal from 2 
accelerometers located approximately 90  apart is given in Figure 4-11, with the 
dominant structural frequencies identified by FFT analysis in Figure 4-12. The FFT from 
the structural vibration reveals there are a series of frequencies that are more 
prevalent than others. These are easily discernable in Figure 4-1312. All structural 
vibration was assessed with the manufacturer’s blade. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-11: Structural vibration signals 
                                                     
12
 The frequency axis is grouped into 1/3 Octave upper and lower limits to visualise bin widths 
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Figure 4-12: Frequency of structural vibrations  
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Figure 4-13: Structural peaks within 1/3 octave limits 
 
 
The increase in SPL with the modified skirt is apparent at lower frequency ranges. The 
same FFT process was applied to investigate the structural vibration after modification. 
Figure 4-14 details the increase in structural vibration. 
 
 
Figure 4-14: Structural peaks within 1/3 octave limits after modification 
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4.2.2 Functional Experiments 
 
Functional testing has been pursued to evaluate the cutting and catching function of 
each blade. Chapter 2 identified maintaining function is of critical importance when 
proposing machine alterations. All blades types have the same cutting ability and 
functional tests are indicative of a noise – catching function relationship associated 
with the raised wing and edge effects.  
 
 
Figure 4-15: Catching failure 
 
The testing of each blade consisted of a single pass over prepared grass of 34 mm high 
cut down to 20 mm. Catching failure was subjectively assessed as shown in Figure 4-15 
as clumps of grass failing to be deposited in the catcher. The results of each test are 
given in Table 4-3. The mass caught and distances travelled are recorded for 
comparison. The grass density is used as an indicator of variance in subjective 
assessment of failure. The noise level was measured at the operators head position. 
The noise values recorded at the operators head position are very similar with a 
variance of no more than 2 dB(A) between any blades whilst cutting. Subjectively the 
machine was significantly louder than the doses measured using the test apparatus. 
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This is validated by comparison with Table 4.1. Note that the functional testing 
occurred prior to skirt modification. 
 
Table 4-3: Function test data 
Blade Type Weight 
Captured 
(kg) 
Distance 
Travelled 
(m) 
Grass 
Density 
(kg/m) 
Approx. Cutting 
Noise Level at 
Operator 
(dBA) 
High Lift 3.5 13.9 0.25 75 
Manufacturer 2.8 11.7 0.24 75 
Concept 2.5 10.9 0.23 74 
Flat  0.4 1.5 0.26 73 
 
 
4.3 Numerical Investigation 
 
Results from numerical models are representative of the physical experiments. All 
solutions produced reasonable models that are intuitive of phenomenon that are 
expected to occur. All models have an inlet flow velocity13 of 31.4      , and the 
same number of streamline seed points. 
 
Flat Blade 
 
The flat blade produced the lowest sound level from the SPL experiments and the 
numerical models reflect this by visualising the smooth flow and low velocity variances 
(See Figure 4-16). 
 
                                                     
13
 Sheppard and Gibson (1980) suggest flow velocity is in the order of 50% of the tip velocity due to 
rotational flow. 
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Figure 4-16: Flat Blade Streamlines 
 
 
Manufacturers Blade 
 
Intuitively the raised wing on the manufacturers blade transfers more energy into the 
under deck fluid. Note the tip vortices are quiet distinguishable. Velocity contours 
identify the magnitude of differences in an arbitrary plane for comparison with other 
blade types, as seen in Figure 4-17. 
 
  
Figure 4-17: Manufacturer blade streamlines 
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High Wing Blade 
 
The high wing blade is similar to the manufacturer blade. Note an increase in 
magnitude of the observed property variances and flow characteristics (Figure 4-18). 
 
  
Figure 4-18: High wing blade streamlines 
 
 
Concept Blade 
 
The flow over the concept blade is notably different from the manufacturer’s blade 
(same wing angle). The flow over the tip is smoother and has lower intensity vortices 
and lower variances in streamline velocity (Figure 4-19).  
 
  
Figure 4-19: Concept blade streamlines 
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4.4 Chapter Summary 
 
Experiments reveal that increasing the blade wing angle increases the SPL produced by 
the selected blades. Moreover, as wing angle is increased the machine is more likely to 
perform better with respect to its catching function. The functional experiments 
unveiled the noise at the operators position when cutting is in the order of 8.4 dB(A) 
louder than the machine noise at idle (not cutting). Dominant frequencies are not able 
to be identified from aerodynamic blade noise; however structural noise analyses 
identify problem areas to be addressed at 50 Hz intervals through to 500 Hz. The 
modifications made to the concept blade appear promising providing a significant 
reduction in the SPL with little compromise to function. Numerical modelling was 
validated by the experiments and is suitable for use at an ordinal level. Validating the 
numerical models allows exploration of optimisation to blade geometries using 
computational fluid dynamics software.  
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5. Chapter 5 – Discussion 
 
 
5.1  Introduction 
 
Identification of sound sources is important for any noise control problem. In order to 
identify different sound sources, and how dominant they are with the machines total 
noise, an investigation into each of the results presented in chapter 4 is required. This 
analysis is limited by the inability to directly quantify several sources to the machines 
total SPL. The results allow only an ordinal representation of whether it makes the 
problem better or worse for some sources, and are unable to describe exactly by how 
much. 
 
 
5.2 Sound Level Investigation 
 
The sound level investigations were derived from the project scope, and turned into 
deliverables able to be addressed by the developed methodology in Chapter 3. The 
aforementioned research gaps are discussed below. 
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Research gaps; 
1. Identify the contribution of blade noise and structural noise to the total SPL; 
 
The removal of the blades reduces the machine noise in the order of 7.6 dB(A)14 and 
above. This evaluation unequivocally confirms blade induced noise plays a significant 
role in total machine noise.  
Structural noise is unable to be isolated as the blades are required to induce the 
disturbances. Its contribution is able to be described through investigating SPL 
experiments and analysis of machine vibrations with accelerometers. Exact SPL’s are 
unable to be stated. Low frequency peaks are expected to be caused by structure 
borne noise. In some cases these peaks are only 2 dB(A) lower than the SPL’s of higher 
frequencies. This is entirely dependent on the blade used. 
 
2. Investigate the influence of ground clearance; 
 
Measured blade noise levels between the machines highest and lowest cut settings are 
negligible. The maximum SPL difference was 1.3 dB (A) between several tests. Typical 
broadband noise is detailed in Figure 5-1. The peaks in low frequency data are 
consistent with expectations from structural noise, and that height will not influence 
the structural noise to a great extent. To reduce this noise difference extensive 
machine modifications would be required and likely be costly. 
 
                                                     
14
 See Table 4-1 for details 
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Figure 5-1: High/low skirt broadband frequency data 
 
3. Evaluate the broadband noise of several different standard blade geometries. 
 
Evaluation of broadband noise has investigated SPL measurements and frequency 
analysis to determine key areas of interest. The frequency analysis is consistent with 
SPL measurements confirming methods used are suitable. These discussions are based 
on results prior to skirt modification. 
 
Effect of Wing Angle and SPL Measurements  
 
Increasing the blade wing angle increases blade induced noise sources captured by the 
SPL experiments. The increase in wing angle increases noise sources for all frequencies, 
and increases the specific low frequency sources, particularly those at 50 Hz intervals 
to 500 Hz. Frequencies greater than 10 000 Hz do not change drastically. The flat blade 
exhibits some peculiar behaviour in the 4000 Hz 1/3 octave band (3530 – 4400 Hz). 
This band is the strongest contributor to the flat blade’s noise and if addressed would 
reduce the total SPL.  
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An interesting observation is the difference in the measured sound power level using 
the manufacturer blade and the sound power level stated by the manufacturer on the 
machine. This difference is assumed to be from the manufacturer using a different 
standard for when the machine is operating. The experiments utilised for this project 
are for identifying underdeck sources only. 
Creating a continuous skirt removes the BPF noise and any resonance induced within 
the skirt cut-off. While it also removes a sound transmission path the experiment used 
is designed to accommodate for some directivity by taking multiple measurements at 
several locations above and around the machine in the far field (See Figure 3-7). 
Creating a continuous skirt reduced the SPL by 2 – 6 dB(A) across the frequency range 
of 100 – 10000 Hz (average near 2.5 dB(A) reduction). The reduction observed is 
different from reductions described by previous authors. Sheppard and Gibson (1980) 
observed a reduction of 5 dB(A) and asserted that the remaining noise source is 
aerodynamic noise only. In their work they have not recognised the structural noise 
still being present and that only the BPF source has been removed. The remaining 
noise is considered to be the sum of all other sources, and not indicative of purely 
aerodynamic noise. This analysis15 allows BPF to be treated separately and its 
magnitude identified using a manipulated version of equation 2.5 for subtracting 
sound sources.  
 
               (  
                ) Equation 5-1 
 
 
Where        is the A–weighted blade passing frequency contribution [dB 
re          
 
  
 ]; 
     is the A–weighted total machine noise with the BPF source [dB 
re          
 
  
 ]; 
     is the A–weighted total machine noise without the BPF source [dB 
re          
 
  
 ]. 
                                                     
15
 Previously used by Sheppard and Gibson (1980) 
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The contribution of the BPF for each blade is provided in Figure 5-2. This analysis 
reveals that BPF is a significant source from blade induced noise sources to the total 
SPL. An increase in wing angle increases the BPF noise. 
 
 
Figure 5-2: BPF contribution to total machine noise 
 
 
Frequency and Vibration Investigation  
 
Investigation of the low frequency peaks in SPL data did not reveal any specific 
dominant frequencies through analysis of the FFT results (Figures 4-8 to 4-10). A 
Savitsky-Golay filter was applied to smooth the data (Figure 5-4) and overlayed for 
comparison with a larger smooth function (Figure 5-5). Encouragingly the output from 
this analysis agrees with the observations for the flat blade from the SPL experiments, 
where the frequencies around the 4000 Hz 1/3 octave band are stronger than the 
other blades. There is a sharp increase for frequencies below 500 Hz for both blades. 
This increase is indicative that blade motion enhances this source. However; no 
discrete frequencies appear elsewhere; only a general increase across the entire range. 
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This contradicts findings from Tauro and Mann (1997) who asserted aerodynamic 
sources possess discrete frequencies arising from aerodynamic sources, like vortex 
shedding. 
The dominant frequencies for the flat blade are explained by a modal analysis on 
ANSYS. It is suspected that the blade having lower stiffness than the others is likely to 
vibrate at its resonant frequencies, and that excitation occurs from the turbulent flow. 
The motor is not a source for this excitation as it operates at 50 Hz. Table 5-1 and 
Figure 5-3 detail the frequencies and mode shapes for the blade that lie within the 
4000 Hz octave band. 
 
Table 5-1: Flat blade modes and respective frequencies 
Mode Frequency 
(Hz) 
3 3570 
4 3970 
5 4011 
6 4272 
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Figure 5-3: Mode shapes 
 
 
Figure 5-4: Smoothed blade frequencies  
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Figure 5-5: Overlayed smoothed blade frequencies 
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The frequencies observed from the structural vibration experiment reveal some 
specific frequencies. Moreover, they are large in magnitude compared to those around 
them, and lay in the dominant 1/3 octave bands (Figures are repeated for clarity). 
 
 
Figure 5-6: Open chute frequency data 
 
 
Figure 5-7: Structural peaks within 1/3 octave limits 
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Each octave band point on the open chute frequency data corresponds to the sum of 
all frequencies within that band (Viz. Figure 5-7). It is suspected that the structural 
vibration is the cause of these frequencies due to the correspondence between these 
data sets. The magnitudes between the dominant frequencies for the vibration 
analysis are different because the SPL measurements are A-weighted (recall section 
2.2.4 – The Human Response to Sound). The peaks are present at 50 Hz intervals 
indicating possible resonance with the power source. As the frequency increases the 
peaks in data are collected within wider band limits which smooth this source in higher 
frequencies. Moreover, the higher frequencies significantly decay (>20dB). 
 
Other opportunities to mitigate noise; 
1. Modification of existing blades to include a swept trailing edge, or tip barrier; 
 
The modifications were implemented and tested on a manufacturer’s blade. The 
length of the trailing edge and tip were selected pragmatically, see Figure 5-8 for 
modifications. 
 
 
Figure 5-8: Modified blade 
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The modification to the manufacturer’s blade made a reduction of 2.6 dB (A) from the 
original blade and is 2.1 dB (A)16 louder than the flat blade. The differences here are 
mainly due to lower frequency sources 300 Hz – 8000Hz. Closing the exit chute made a 
negligible reduction (<0.1 dB (A)) inferring the barriers reduce tip and BPF effects 
(Figure 5-2). Moreover, the modified blade produces lower SPL’s in the 100 Hz 
frequency band17 compared to the other blades. This is implicit that the body 
(suspected responsible for this source) is not being excited as much by this blade. 
A counter-point is that the reduction observed for all other blades occurred across all 
frequencies, with the largest reductions between 1000 Hz and 8000 Hz (See Figure 
4-4). The BPF is not in these limits indicating the isolation technique used by Sheppard 
and Gibson (1980) acts as a barrier to the transmission path for these frequencies.  As 
each blade is exposed to the same bias this method is still considered sufficient for 
comparison, although actual dB reductions cannot be stated explicitly. 
CFX analyses agree with the assertion that the tip effects are being reduced. The 
developed models show lower intensity streamlines and vortices than the other 
blades. Figure 5-9 reveals the difference between maximum and minimum streamline 
velocities are lower. Moreover, the incoming flow is less disturbed. 
 
   
Figure 5-9: Concept and manufacturer blade streamlines 
 
 
                                                     
16
 Consult Table 4-1 for details 
17
 2 blade tips rotating @ 50 Hz = 100 Hz source applied to the skirt 
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2. Energy absorbing materials at the blade tips & pressure relief at the blade tips 
by modifying the machine skirt. 
 
Alterations to the machines skirt increased the SPL by 1.1 dB (A) for the manufacturer’s 
blade. This rise in SPL is presumably due to reducing the stiffness of the skirt. A slight 
reduction in the higher frequency ranges (>500 Hz) is observed, but not significant 
enough to reduce the total SPL. The lower frequency bands were increased 
significantly making these the dominant noise source for the machine. 
 
Figure 5-10: SPL’s before skirt modification 
 
 
Figure 5-11: SPL’s after skirt modification 
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The increase in lower frequency contributions is believed to be from the increased 
structural vibration. The collected FFT data definitively shows a significant increase in 
machine vibration after modifying the skirt. 
 
 
Figure 5-12: Structural vibration before skirt modification 
 
 
 
Figure 5-13: Structural vibration after skirt modification 
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5.3 Functional Test Investigation 
 
Flat Blade 
 
This blade type is the quietest blade as found by the SPL experiments, but intuitively 
has no real catching ability (Figure 5-14). The pattern of the grass underdeck and in the 
catcher is very dense and the grass caught appeared to have been pushed into the 
catcher. Ultimately the machine stalled. 
  
 
Figure 5-14: Flat blade catching pattern 
 
Manufacturers Blade 
 
The patterns of grass and catching weight for this blade is assumed as a baseline for 
the noise – function relationship from the raised wing. The fill pattern in the catcher 
only occupies around 2/3 of the catcher by volume (Figure 5-15). This appears to be a 
design issue which is considered beyond the scope of this project. 
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Figure 5-15: Manufacturer blade catching pattern 
 
High Wing Blade 
 
This blade was the noisiest assessed, but improved on the distance travelled (hence 
increased catch weight) from the manufacturers blade. The fill pattern was noticeably 
higher than the manufacturer’s blade and has less grass choked in the exit chute, see 
Figure 5-16. 
 
 
Figure 5-16: High wing blade catching pattern 
 
Concept Blade 
 
The grass pattern for the concept blade is between that for the flat blade and the 
manufacturer’s blade. This is indicative of a positive relationship between wing angle, 
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noise, and function. A subjective impression for this blade is that some grass clippings 
were found over the test path. 
 
 
Figure 5-17: Concept blade catching pattern 
 
Inspection of the concept blade subsequent to testing identified a build-up of grass 
clippings on the fillet of the additional wing tip, and contact on the separation plate as 
seen in Figure 5-18. This evaluation is interpreted as the barrier becoming a hindrance 
to successful lift and catching. 
 
   
Figure 5-18: Build-up of grass on concept blade 
 
 
Build-up of 
clippings 
Grass transit 
may be blocked. 
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5.4 Numerical Investigation 
 
The numerical models are validated by the observations made from experiments. Each 
blade appears to have flow properties characteristic of noise production and increase 
in magnitude relative to increased wing angle. The flow that is of most interest is 
comparison of the manufacturer blade and the concept blade, to identify the benefits 
of the modifications made. The others are considered useful for validating the model 
development. Variances of interest are; the flow streamlines, velocity contours, 
pressure contours. These were previously discussed in section 5.2. 
Numerical models reveal that reducing the flow (operating speed) will reduce the 
disturbances in the aforementioned fluid properties. Moreover, increasing the trailing 
edge length reduces the formation of vortices. The models do not have the capacity to 
model rotational flow, a key requirement for catching. These are potential areas for 
future work. 
 
 
5.5 Implications for Improved Machine Design 
 
The modifications made to the manufacturer blade definitively reduce noise sources 
across the frequency range. All sources identified (BPF, structural, aerodynamic) have 
some reduction when compared to the original blade without significantly 
compromising functionality. Improved design requires the current models to be 
optimised for tip and trailing edge lengths. These barriers reduce tip effects; however 
the formation of lower intensity vortices occurs on the inside of the wing also. These 
vortices are lower intensity than tip vortices (from rotational speed) and the trailing 
edge geometry should be investigated for reduction (Figure 5-19). 
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Figure 5-19: Vortex formation in the wake 
 
The cost of the modification the blade is anticipated to be small over a full production 
run. The additional material required is small, and set up costs are anticipated to be 
the significant cost.  
Although modifications to the skirt increased the SPL of the machine it is suspected 
this is caused from reduced stiffness. An investigation into a deck body made from 
metal (not plastic), or a stiffer design would be beneficial prior to abandoning this idea. 
The largest implication for machine design is whether or not the sought benefits are 
worth pursuing relative to the financial and time costs. Given the machine when 
cutting is significantly louder than the blade noise at idle (>8 dB(A)) the benefits from 
modifications to the machine are quickly diminished to a point where they are barely 
noticeable to the human ear. Further recommendations are provided in Chapter 6. 
 
 
5.6 Chapter Summary 
 
Through the analysis of wing angle, SPL, structural vibration, and the catching function 
of a blade there is a definite increase in machine sound and catching ability with an 
increased wing angle. The raised wing angle directly influences the dominance 
between BPF, structural noise, and aerodynamic noise produced and reveals blade 
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induced sources are significant contributors to total SPL. Machine height does not 
significantly change the machines total SPL.  Low frequency peaks in the SPL data are 
suspect of structural vibration induced by blade tip interactions, explored through 
accelerometer and sound frequency experiments. These peaks become louder and are 
the dominant noise source when modification of the machine skirt was explored. The 
remaining noise is suspect to be produced by aerodynamic sources with no discrete 
tones identified.  
Modification to the manufacturer blade reduces all noise sources with little effect on 
catching function. It is believed the BPF is the most significant reduction offered by this 
blade, second to reduced aerodynamic noise by reduced vortices. These assertions are 
supported by experiment and numerical model results. Numerical models have the 
capacity to optimise the concept blade geometry, however; structural noise remains 
an issue for this machine and only excitation forces induced by the blades is able to be 
explored.  
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6. Chapter 6 – Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
 
6.1 Summary 
 
Through an extensive review of literature excessive noise in a community is seen as a 
source of dissatisfaction in everyday life. Noisy sources can be drivers of aberrant 
social behaviour making addressing excessive noise an important endeavour. Domestic 
lawn mowers are cited as one of the more common sources of community annoyance 
making it necessary to investigate potential solutions to alleviate the problem. 
As with any engineering design problem the solution for reducing machine noise is not 
explicit. More specifically an extensive range of mitigation opportunities exist and each 
are dependent on the desired function of the machine. Through a series of 
experiments and models the effects of blade geometry and functionality have been 
investigated clearing some previously contentious areas within the surrounding body 
of literature. It was found that blade induced noise is a significant contributor to the 
total machine noise. The operation of the blades induces structural noise, aerodynamic 
noise, and BPF noise to name a few. 
While there are numerous other noise sources these few have been the focus of this 
research because of their significant contribution to the total machine noise. 
Moreover, previous research into these areas is available. Due to testing only one 
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machine the results obtained may not correlate with larger machine diameters, 
combustion power source machines, or other blades with significantly different 
geometry. What has been found is that using barrier methods for reducing vortex 
formation on the tip and trailing edge is effective in reducing all of the aforementioned 
noise sources to an extent. 
This research has been conducted to investigate domestic lawn mower blade noise and 
the influence of machine geometry. The results from this research show noise levels 
from blade induced sources can be reduced. An important observation from this 
research is the limited contribution the blade induced noise sources make to the 
machines total noise when cutting. The key outcome is that pursuing reductions that 
are noticeable when at idle may be trivial when the machine is in operation. 
 
 
6.2 Achievement of Project Objectives 
 
This section recovers the project objectives and what the respective outcomes were. 
 
1. Identify current techniques for reducing domestic lawnmower blade noise. 
 
Techniques for reducing domestic lawn mower blade noise have taken several 
directions over the years, with early research starting around the 70’s. Early research 
focused on streamlining the blade to the extent where functionality was compromised 
to a point where the machine was not of any practical value. Other researchers 
suggested use of a flat blade and an ancillary system to catch it which adds another 
noise source to the machine and cost. Some researches asserted the issue came from 
structural noise induced by the blades exciting the skirt and focused on stiffening the 
machine or by addition of weight and damping. These techniques were the focus of 
Chapters 1 and 2. 
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2. Research existing noise control techniques relating to noise produced by 
rotating blades. 
 
Rotating machinery, such as axial flow fans, pumps etc. all share common noise 
sources by inducing differences in fluid properties. Noise control techniques for 
rotating blades are described by Applegate and Crocker (1976), Sheppard and Gibson 
(1980), Tauro and Mann (1997) in Chapter 2 and focus on streamlining the blade, 
reducing flow separation, or reducing the flow speed. These techniques are common in 
other noise control endeavours for blade noise. 
 
3. Critically evaluate the impact of excessive community noise. 
 
Excessive noise is a hygiene factor for community satisfaction. It does not cause any 
enduring psychological or physical harm in most domestic noise settings. Researchers 
agree that annoyance is the largest implication on day to day life resulting from 
inability to concentrate, work, or rest in either home or employment settings. Masking 
and annoyance produced by particular sources are highly subjective to the character of 
the noise and the difference between the source and background noise. Community 
health issues and noise complaint potential are discussed in Chapter 2. 
 
4. Develop experimental procedures to test the influence of blade geometry, 
cowling geometry, and ground clearance on the noise source. 
 
AS 3534 Methods for Measurement of Airborne Noise Emitted by Powered 
Lawnmowers was selected as a base for an experiment design. As such all SPL 
experiments were completed in full satisfaction of this standard. Deliverable tasks and 
limitations from using this standard as a base for experiment design are discussed in 
Chapter 3. The experiments developed tested the different blade geometries, the 
alterations to the skirt, and the influence of ground clearance. The results from this 
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standard identified quantitatively the SPL of each blade, the differences encountered 
by modifying the skirt, and the difference in SPL from ground clearance. 
 
5. Verify CFD software from experiments. 
 
CFD models were developed in Chapter 3 with the experiment design. After several 
revisions the model outputs were consistent and reflect the phenomena expected to 
be occurring from the experiments and literature review. The CFD models do not have 
the capacity to model actual SPL but are useful for identifying variances in fluid 
properties conducive to sound production. 
 
6. Design and produce a measurement facility to collect tonal and broadband 
sound power levels in accordance with AS3534 - 1988 and gain visual 
representation of structure borne noise to identify the sound source.  
 
The measurement facility and design is set by selection of AS 3534 for collection of 
SPL’s. This was discussed in Chapter 3, with data and discussions presented in Chapters 
4 and 5 respectively. Visual representation was unable to be achieved due to resource 
and time limitations. Instead accelerometers were positions to investigate structural 
displacements around the machine skirt. 
 
7. Assess the functionality of different blades 
 
Initially this was not part of the project scope, but was considered a significant area to 
assess when deciding on recommending design changes to ensure functionality. The 
experiment design, results, and discussion is presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 
respectively. Results show lower wing angle blades are quietest, at the cost of machine 
function. The modifications to the manufacturer blades did not compromise the 
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function significantly. Results show noise is reduced by exploration of the concept 
design and function is maintained to a satisfactory level. 
 
Extra objectives: 
8. Produce and test physical components (if applicable). 
 
Time permitted exploration of alternative designs. The modifications to the skirt and 
blade were able to be assessed. The blade alterations are successful in reducing 
machine noise by 2.6 dB(A) compared to the original blade whilst the skirt 
modifications increased the machine noise 1.1 – 1.9 dB(A). 
 
9. Optimise machine design to reduce sound power levels/change frequencies 
produced by the source. 
 
Time did not permit this to be evaluated, and is subject to future 
work/recommendations. 
 
6.3 Conclusion 
 
The testing results between different blade designs and assessment of community 
drivers have proven this research is warranted in exploration of a quieter blade design. 
From testing all underdeck sources are reduced when comparing the manufacturer 
and concept blade. While the initial result is significant when comparing SPL’s between 
blades the effort may not be warranted when compared to machine noise while it is 
cutting18. 
 
                                                     
18
 Compare Table 4.1 and Table 4.3    data 
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6.4 Recommendations 
 
Testing has confirmed that further investigation into noise reduction can achieve at 
least a 2.6 dB(A) reduction in noise by blade modification. The key implication prior to 
further work should consider that strongest noise level produced arises from cutting 
eroding the value of mitigating blade induced noise.  
If the benefits are considered worth pursuing future work should include; 
 
 Assess alternatives in blade design not explored by this project; 
 Optimisation of blade geometry to further reduce noise sources; 
 Investigation of a stiffer machine, potentially with a metal body to definitively 
accept or dismiss benefits of skirt modifications; 
 Development of a transient model to evaluate all limitations identified in 
section 3.2.5; 
 Identification of an optimal wing angle for a noise – function relationship. 
 Investigate use of multiple blades; 
 A cost-benefit analysis and marketing plan. 
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ENG 4111/4112 Research Project 
PROJECT SPECIFICATION 
 
FOR:   Mr Nathanael Martin 
TOPIC:  INVESTIGATION OF DOMESTIC LAWN MOWER BLADE NOISE AND 
RELATIONSHIP WITH MACHINE GEOMETRY 
SUPERVISOR: Mr Chris Snook 
PROJECT AIM: This project seeks to evaluate the source of blade noise, identify major 
contributing factors that affect the sound power level produced and 
implications for improved machine design. 
PROGRAMME:  Issue A, 5th March 2013 
1) Identify current techniques for reducing domestic lawnmower blade 
noise. 
2) Research existing noise control techniques relating to noise produced by 
rotating blades. 
3) Critically evaluate the impact of excessive community noise. 
4) Develop experimental models to test the influence of blade geometry, 
cowling geometry, rotational speed, and ground clearance on the noise 
source. 
5) Verify analytical models using CFD software. 
6) Design and produce a measurement facility to collect tonal and 
broadband sound power levels in accordance with AS3534 - 1988 and 
gain visual representation of structure borne noise to identify the sound 
source.  
7) Assess functionality of the different blades 
8) Submit an academic dissertation on the research. 
As time permits: 
9) Optimise machine design to reduce sound power levels/change 
frequencies produced by the source. 
10) Produce and test physical components (if applicable). 
 
AGREED:                          (student)                                               
(supervisor) 
   Date:       /       / 2013            Date:       /       / 2013 
Examiner/Co-examiner:                   
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This appendix outlines the management plans implemented by the author to complete 
the project on time, and in full satisfaction of the University of Southern Queensland 
regulations for student projects. Plans are detailed to meet key milestones required by 
the USQ Faculty of Engineering and Surveying (FOES) requirements. 
 
B.1 Project Timelines 
 
All foreseeable project work is encompassed within the project timeline Gantt chart. 
Further details are updated as appropriate. Key milestones are identified in Figure B.1. 
Further work specifics are detailed in Table B-2 and Figure B-1. All work packages are 
derived from the aforementioned key deliverables. 
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Figure B-1: Project management plan  
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Figure B-2: Project management plan cont.  
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B.2 Project Resources 
 
Project resources are required for categories; S – Sound testing, F – Functional testing, 
or both. These resources are those directly relevant for the test procedure and 
incidentals required for erection of the test facilities. 
 
Table B-1: Project resource requirements 
Resource Category Quantity Cost per 
Unit ($) 
Cost 
(hours) 
Physical Test Pad S 1 - 12 
Lawnmower S, F 1 229 - 
Sound Level Meter S 1 - - 
Replacement Blades S, F 3 72 - 
Modified Concept 
Blade 
S, F 1 - 3 
Ladder S 1 - - 
Bathroom Scales F 1 - - 
Trundle Wheel F 1 - - 
Marking Paint S 1 6 - 
Tape Measure S, F 1 - - 
Marker Peg  S 1 - - 
String (4M of) S 1 - - 
Extension 
Leads(30m) 
S, F - - - 
RCD S 1 - - 
Thermometer S 1 - - 
Anemometer S 1 - - 
Hygrometer S 1 - - 
Ear Plugs S 2 - - 
Zip Ties S 1 packet 8 - 
Tripod Stand S 1 - - 
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Table B-2: Project resource requirements cont. 
Electronic Microsoft Word 
2010 
- - - 
Microsoft Excel 
2010 
- - - 
ANSYS R14.5 - - - 
Blaze software 1 600 - 
Audacity - - - 
LabView - - - 
MatLab - - - 
Pro Engineer 
Wildfire R5.0 
- - - 
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Table C-1: No blade open chute test notes 
Purpose: The purpose of this measurement is to assess the sound pressure level 
(SPL) produced by the Hamlite HLM 400 AC lawn mower. This 
measurement is performed on the basis of assessing under-deck 
sources for an undergraduate dissertation. 
Description of Machine  
Machine 
Category: 
 Domestic push behind electric lawn mower 
Mowing 
System: 
 Rotating dual blade 
Power Source:  240 V AC 
Manufacturer:  Hamlite 
Serial Number:  1236000098 
Accessories:  None 
Catching Device:  Standard catcher 
Type of Blades:  No Blades – open chute 
No. of Blades  N/A 
Cutting Width:  420mm 
Outer Machine 
Dimensions: 
 440 mm 
Mass:  24 kg 
Noise Value:  Rated – 94 dB (  ); Measured with blade type: 52.7 dB(A) re 20     
(  ). Frequency band measurements at AS 3534 required test locations 
are taken. Background noise: 44.9 dB(A) re 20     
Supply, Fuel, and Lubrication 
117 
Rated Voltage:  240 V AC Variance Observed:     %   
Oil Quantity: N/A Oil Quality: N/A   
Operation         
Height 
Adjusted: 
Yes No   Measured Height: 
(Mid height) 
 47 mm   
Preconditioned: Yes No   Operation 
with 
Catcher: 
Yes No  
Description of 
Site: 
Notes: Clear of reflections, prepared as required, slight wind gusts 
generally omni-directional 
Atmospheric 
Pressure: 
 1012 Pa   Temperature:   
22  
 
    
Wind Speed: 1.1-
2.4 
m/s  Test Radius: 4 m  
Location:  USQ’s P - Block 
Date:       12/ 08 / 2013      
Name: Larson Davis sound 
track LxT2 SLM 
Calibration Date:    12/ 08 / 2013 
Serial Number:  00011398 Wind Screen: Yes No  
Manufacturer:  Larson Davis Inc.   
Other Remarks: Subjective Impression: Very quiet 
Measurements taken comply with AS 3534 - 1988 in full satisfaction of its requirements 
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Table C-2 Flat blade open chute test notes 
Purpose: The purpose of this measurement is to assess the sound pressure 
level (SPL) produced by the Hamlite HLM 400 AC lawn mower. This 
measurement is performed on the basis of assessing under-deck 
sources for an undergraduate dissertation. 
Description of Machine  
Machine 
Category: 
 Domestic push behind electric lawn mower 
Mowing 
System: 
 Rotating dual blade 
Power Source:  240 V AC 
Manufacturer:  Hamlite 
Serial Number:  1236000098 
Accessories:  None 
Catching Device:  Standard catcher 
Type of Blades:  Flat blade – open chute ( 0 ) 
No. of Blades  N/A 
Cutting Width:  420mm 
Outer Machine 
Dimensions: 
 440 mm 
Mass:  24 kg 
Noise Value:  Rated – 94 dB (  ); Measured with blade type: 57.9 dB(A) re 20     
(  ). Frequency band measurements at AS 3534 required test 
locations are taken. Background noise: 44.9 dB(A) re 20     
119 
Supply, Fuel, and Lubrication 
Rated Voltage:  240 V AC Variance Observed:     %   
Oil Quantity: N/A Oil Quality: N/A   
Operation         
Height 
Adjusted: 
Yes No   Measured Height: 
(Mid height) 
 47 mm   
Preconditioned: Yes No       
Description of 
Site: 
Notes: Clear of reflections, prepared as required, slight wind gusts 
generally omni-directional 
Atmospheric 
Pressure: 
 1012 Pa   Temperature:   
22  
 
    
Wind Speed: 1.4-
2.5 
m/s  Test Radius: 4 m  
Location:  USQ’s P - Block 
Date:       12/ 08 / 2013      
Name: Larson Davis sound 
track LxT2 SLM 
Calibration Date:    12/ 08 / 2013 
Serial Number:  00011398 Wind Screen: Yes No  
Manufacturer:  Larson Davis Inc.   
Other Remarks: Subjective Impression: Notably noisier than no blades. Still 
reasonably quiet. No distinctive tones 
Measurements taken comply with AS 3534 - 1988 in full satisfaction of its requirements 
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Table C-3: Manufacturer blade open chute test notes 
Purpose: The purpose of this measurement is to assess the sound pressure 
level (SPL) produced by the Hamlite HLM 400 AC lawn mower. This 
measurement is performed on the basis of assessing under-deck 
sources for an undergraduate dissertation. 
Description of Machine  
Machine 
Category: 
 Domestic push behind electric lawn mower 
Mowing 
System: 
 Rotating dual blade 
Power Source:  240 V AC 
Manufacturer:  Hamlite 
Serial Number:  1236000098 
Accessories:  None 
Catching Device:  Standard catcher 
Type of Blades:  Manufacturer blade – open chute ( 30 ) 
No. of Blades  N/A 
Cutting Width:  420mm 
Outer Machine 
Dimensions: 
 440 mm 
Mass:  24 kg 
Noise Value:  Rated – 94 dB (  ); Measured with blade type: 62.6 dB(A) re 20     
(  ). Frequency band measurements at AS 3534 required test 
locations are taken. Background noise: 44.9 dB(A) re 20     
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Supply, Fuel, and Lubrication 
Rated Voltage:  240 V AC Variance Observed:     %   
Oil Quantity: N/A Oil Quality: N/A   
Operation         
Height 
Adjusted: 
Yes No   Measured Height: 
(Mid height) 
 47 mm   
Preconditioned: Yes No       
Description of 
Site: 
Notes: Clear of reflections, prepared as required, slight wind gusts 
generally omni-directional 
Atmospheric 
Pressure: 
 1012 Pa   Temperature:   
23  
 
    
Wind Speed: 1.4-
2.9 
m/s  Test Radius: 4 m  
Location:  USQ’s P - Block 
Date:       12/ 08 / 2013      
Name: Larson Davis sound 
track LxT2 SLM 
Calibration Date:    12/ 08 / 2013 
Serial Number:  00011398 Wind Screen: Yes No  
Manufacturer:  Larson Davis Inc.   
Other Remarks: Subjective Impression: Notably noisier 
Measurements taken comply with AS 3534 - 1988 in full satisfaction of its requirements 
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Table C-4: High lift blade open chute test notes 
Purpose: The purpose of this measurement is to assess the sound pressure 
level (SPL) produced by the Hamlite HLM 400 AC lawn mower. This 
measurement is performed on the basis of assessing under-deck 
sources for an undergraduate dissertation. 
Description of Machine  
Machine 
Category: 
 Domestic push behind electric lawn mower 
Mowing 
System: 
 Rotating dual blade 
Power Source:  240 V AC 
Manufacturer:  Hamlite 
Serial Number:  1236000098 
Accessories:  None 
Catching Device:  Standard catcher 
Type of Blades:  High lift blade – open chute ( 47 ) 
No. of Blades  N/A 
Cutting Width:  420mm 
Outer Machine 
Dimensions: 
 440 mm 
Mass:  24 kg 
Noise Value:  Rated – 94 dB (  ); Measured with blade type: 64.5 dB(A) re 20     
(  ). Frequency band measurements at AS 3534 required test 
locations are taken. Background noise: 44.8 dB(A) re 20     
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Supply, Fuel, and Lubrication 
Rated Voltage:  240 V AC Variance Observed:     %   
Oil Quantity: N/A Oil Quality: N/A   
Operation         
Height 
Adjusted: 
Yes No   Measured Height: 
(Mid height) 
 47 mm   
Preconditioned: Yes No       
Description of 
Site: 
Notes: Clear of reflections, prepared as required, slight wind gusts 
generally omni-directional 
Atmospheric 
Pressure: 
 1012 Pa   Temperature:   
23  
 
    
Wind Speed: 1.4-
2.9 
m/s  Test Radius: 4 m  
Location:  USQ’s P - Block 
Date:       12/ 08 / 2013      
Name: Larson Davis sound 
track LxT2 SLM 
Calibration Date:    12/ 08 / 2013 
Serial Number:  00011398 Wind Screen: Yes No  
Manufacturer:  Larson Davis Inc.   
Other Remarks: Subjective Impression: Notably noisier again 
Measurements taken comply with AS 3534 - 1988 in full satisfaction of its requirements 
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Table C-5: Concept blade open chute test notes 
Purpose: The purpose of this measurement is to assess the sound pressure 
level (SPL) produced by the Hamlite HLM 400 AC lawn mower. This 
measurement is performed on the basis of assessing under-deck 
sources for an undergraduate dissertation. 
Description of Machine  
Machine 
Category: 
 Domestic push behind electric lawn mower 
Mowing 
System: 
 Rotating dual blade 
Power Source:  240 V AC 
Manufacturer:  Hamlite 
Serial Number:  1236000098 
Accessories:  None 
Catching Device:  Standard catcher 
Type of Blades:  Concept blade – open chute ( 30 ) with modifications 
No. of Blades  N/A 
Cutting Width:  420mm 
Outer Machine 
Dimensions: 
 440 mm 
Mass:  24 kg 
Noise Value:  Rated – 94 dB (  ); Measured with blade type: 59.9 dB(A) re 20     
(  ). Frequency band measurements at AS 3534 required test 
locations are taken. Background noise: 44.9 dB(A) re 20     
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Supply, Fuel, and Lubrication 
Rated Voltage:  240 V AC Variance Observed:     %   
Oil Quantity: N/A Oil Quality: N/A   
Operation         
Height 
Adjusted: 
Yes No   Measured Height: 
(Mid height) 
 47 mm   
Preconditioned: Yes No       
Description of 
Site: 
Notes: Clear of reflections, prepared as required, slight wind gusts 
generally omni-directional 
Atmospheric 
Pressure: 
 1012 Pa   Temperature:   
23  
 
    
Wind Speed: 1.4-
3.4 
m/s  Test Radius: 4 m  
Location:  USQ’s P - Block 
Date:       12/ 08 / 2013      
Name: Larson Davis sound 
track LxT2 SLM 
Calibration Date:    12/ 08 / 2013 
Serial Number:  00011398 Wind Screen: Yes No  
Manufacturer:  Larson Davis Inc.   
Other Remarks: Subjective Impression: Noticeably quiet, although louder than flat 
blades 
Measurements taken comply with AS 3534 - 1988 in full satisfaction of its requirements 
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Table C-6: Flat blade closed chute test notes 
Purpose: The purpose of this measurement is to assess the sound pressure 
level (SPL) produced by the Hamlite HLM 400 AC lawn mower. This 
measurement is performed on the basis of assessing under-deck 
sources for an undergraduate dissertation. 
Description of Machine  
Machine 
Category: 
 Domestic push behind electric lawn mower 
Mowing 
System: 
 Rotating dual blade 
Power Source:  240 V AC 
Manufacturer:  Hamlite 
Serial Number:  1236000098 
Accessories:  None 
Catching Device:  Standard catcher 
Type of Blades:  Flat blade – open chute ( 0 ) 
No. of Blades  N/A 
Cutting Width:  420mm 
Outer Machine 
Dimensions: 
 440 mm 
Mass:  24 kg 
Noise Value:  Rated – 94 dB (  ); Measured with blade type: 55.9 dB(A) re 20     
(  ). Frequency band measurements at AS 3534 required test 
locations are taken. Background noise: 44.9 dB(A) re 20     
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Supply, Fuel, and Lubrication 
Rated Voltage:  240 V AC Variance Observed:     %   
Oil Quantity: N/A Oil Quality: N/A   
Operation         
Height 
Adjusted: 
Yes No   Measured Height: 
(Mid height) 
 47 mm   
Preconditioned: Yes No       
Description of 
Site: 
Notes: Clear of reflections, prepared as required, slight wind gusts 
generally omni-directional 
Atmospheric 
Pressure: 
 1012 Pa   Temperature:   
24  
 
    
Wind Speed: 3.2-
4.1 
m/s  Test Radius: 4 m  
Location:  USQ’s P - Block 
Date:       12/ 08 / 2013      
Name: Larson Davis sound 
track LxT2 SLM 
Calibration Date:    12/ 08 / 2013 
Serial Number:  00011398 Wind Screen: Yes No  
Manufacturer:  Larson Davis Inc.   
Other Remarks: Subjective Impression:  
Measurements taken comply with AS 3534 - 1988 in full satisfaction of its requirements 
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Table C-7: Manufacturer blade closed chute test notes 
Purpose: The purpose of this measurement is to assess the sound pressure 
level (SPL) produced by the Hamlite HLM 400 AC lawn mower. This 
measurement is performed on the basis of assessing under-deck 
sources for an undergraduate dissertation. 
Description of Machine  
Machine 
Category: 
 Domestic push behind electric lawn mower 
Mowing 
System: 
 Rotating dual blade 
Power Source:  240 V AC 
Manufacturer:  Hamlite 
Serial Number:  1236000098 
Accessories:  None 
Catching Device:  Standard catcher 
Type of Blades:  Manufacturer blade – open chute ( 30 ) 
No. of Blades  N/A 
Cutting Width:  420mm 
Outer Machine 
Dimensions: 
 440 mm 
Mass:  24 kg 
Noise Value:  Rated – 94 dB (  ); Measured with blade type: 60.4 dB(A) re 20     
(  ). Frequency band measurements at AS 3534 required test 
locations are taken. Background noise: 44.9 dB(A) re 20     
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Supply, Fuel, and Lubrication 
Rated Voltage:  240 V AC Variance Observed:     %   
Oil Quantity: N/A Oil Quality: N/A   
Operation         
Height 
Adjusted: 
Yes No   Measured Height: 
(Mid height) 
 47 mm   
Preconditioned: Yes No       
Description of 
Site: 
Notes: Clear of reflections, prepared as required, slight wind gusts 
generally omni-directional 
Atmospheric 
Pressure: 
 1012 Pa   Temperature:   
24  
 
    
Wind Speed: 3.2-
4.1 
m/s  Test Radius: 4 m  
Location:  USQ’s P - Block 
Date:       12/ 08 / 2013      
Name: Larson Davis sound 
track LxT2 SLM 
Calibration Date:    12/ 08 / 2013 
Serial Number:  00011398 Wind Screen: Yes No  
Manufacturer:  Larson Davis Inc.   
Other Remarks: Subjective Impression: Notably noisier 
Measurements taken comply with AS 3534 - 1988 in full satisfaction of its requirements 
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Table C-8: High lift blade closed chute test notes 
Purpose: The purpose of this measurement is to assess the sound pressure 
level (SPL) produced by the Hamlite HLM 400 AC lawn mower. This 
measurement is performed on the basis of assessing under-deck 
sources for an undergraduate dissertation. 
Description of Machine  
Machine 
Category: 
 Domestic push behind electric lawn mower 
Mowing 
System: 
 Rotating dual blade 
Power Source:  240 V AC 
Manufacturer:  Hamlite 
Serial Number:  1236000098 
Accessories:  None 
Catching Device:  Standard catcher 
Type of Blades:  High lift blade – open chute ( 47 ) 
No. of Blades  N/A 
Cutting Width:  420mm 
Outer Machine 
Dimensions: 
 440 mm 
Mass:  24 kg 
Noise Value:  Rated – 94 dB (  ); Measured with blade type: 62.4 dB(A) re 20     
(  ). Frequency band measurements at AS 3534 required test 
locations are taken. Background noise: 44.8 dB(A) re 20     
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Supply, Fuel, and Lubrication 
Rated Voltage:  240 V AC Variance Observed:     %   
Oil Quantity: N/A Oil Quality: N/A   
Operation         
Height 
Adjusted: 
Yes No   Measured Height: 
(Mid height) 
 47 mm   
Preconditioned: Yes No       
Description of 
Site: 
Notes: Clear of reflections, prepared as required, slight wind gusts 
generally omni-directional 
Atmospheric 
Pressure: 
 1012 Pa   Temperature:   
24  
 
    
Wind Speed: 3.2-
4.1 
m/s  Test Radius: 4 m  
Location:  USQ’s P - Block 
Date:       12/ 08 / 2013      
Name: Larson Davis sound 
track LxT2 SLM 
Calibration Date:    12/ 08 / 2013 
Serial Number:  00011398 Wind Screen: Yes No  
Manufacturer:  Larson Davis Inc.   
Other Remarks: Subjective Impression: Notably noisier again 
Measurements taken comply with AS 3534 - 1988 in full satisfaction of its requirements 
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Table C-9: Concept blade closed chute test notes 
Purpose: The purpose of this measurement is to assess the sound pressure 
level (SPL) produced by the Hamlite HLM 400 AC lawn mower. This 
measurement is performed on the basis of assessing under-deck 
sources for an undergraduate dissertation. 
Description of Machine  
Machine 
Category: 
 Domestic push behind electric lawn mower 
Mowing 
System: 
 Rotating dual blade 
Power Source:  240 V AC 
Manufacturer:  Hamlite 
Serial Number:  1236000098 
Accessories:  None 
Catching Device:  Standard catcher 
Type of Blades:  Concept blade – open chute ( 30 ) with modifications 
No. of Blades  N/A 
Cutting Width:  420mm 
Outer Machine 
Dimensions: 
 440 mm 
Mass:  24 kg 
Noise Value:  Rated – 94 dB (  ); Measured with blade type: 60 dB(A) re 20     
(  ). Frequency band measurements at AS 3534 required test 
locations are taken. Background noise: 44.9 dB(A) re 20     
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Supply, Fuel, and Lubrication 
Rated Voltage:  240 V AC Variance Observed:     %   
Oil Quantity: N/A Oil Quality: N/A   
Operation         
Height 
Adjusted: 
Yes No   Measured Height: 
(Mid height) 
 47 mm   
Preconditioned: Yes No       
Description of 
Site: 
Notes: Clear of reflections, prepared as required, slight wind gusts 
generally omni-directional 
Atmospheric 
Pressure: 
 1012 Pa   Temperature:   
24  
 
    
Wind Speed: 3.2-
4.7 
m/s  Test Radius: 4 m  
Location:  USQ’s P - Block 
Date:       12/ 08 / 2013      
Name: Larson Davis sound 
track LxT2 SLM 
Calibration Date:    12/ 08 / 2013 
Serial Number:  00011398 Wind Screen: Yes No  
Manufacturer:  Larson Davis Inc.   
Other Remarks: Subjective Impression: Notably noisier again 
Measurements taken comply with AS 3534 - 1988 in full satisfaction of its requirements 
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Table C-10: Test location summary 
Chute 
Condition 
 
L_Max 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Open Background 44.9             
No Blades 52.7 51 53.6 51.3 51.2 55.6 53.7 
Flat Blade 57.9 56.2 56.4 58.8 57.6 59.8 59.1 
Normal 62.5 61.3 61.2 63.4 61.4 64 64 
High lift 64.4 63.7 63.4 65.6 63.8 66.1 64.3 
Concept 59.9 58.1 59.4 60.8 58.9 61.5 61.1 
Closed Flat Blade 55.9 56 55.4 56.9 55.1 56.1 56 
Normal 60.3 59.4 59.7 60.5 59.8 60.1 62.8 
High lift 62.4 61.8 60.2 63.3 61.1 62.1 66 
Concept 60.0 59 59.9 60 60.8 58.6 62 
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Concerning the free field: 
To address concerns of free field measurement equation 2-3 (a) may be evaluated. 
That is to be in the free field the following expression must be satisfied; 
 
     (  )⁄  
 
AS 3534 provides table D-1 for the positioning of the sound level meter. 
 
Table D-1: AS 3534 Test locations 
 
 
Assuming measurement is in the free field and the source can be treated as a point 
source the distance from the origin to the measurement device can be found by;  
 
    √(             )           
 
The frequency ranges of interest will be those perceivable to the human ear. These lie 
between 20 Hz – 21 kHz. As the standard describes a test radius, r will be about 4 
metres as identified above. The wavelength corresponding to a minimum frequency 
that can be in the free field is; 
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                75.4 metres 
 
Given the frequency and wavelength of a wave are related by equation 2.4, and the 
speed of sound close to 20  can be approximated by; 
 
             
 
Where    is the speed of sound in the fluid [     ]; 
    is the temperature of the fluid [ ] 
 
The minimum frequency will be; 
 
 
 
   
        
 
 
         
 
Clearly the measurements concerned will be in the free field by this assessment. 
 
Concerning the location for testing: 
Location for the test site is recommended to be taken at 12 meters from the nearest 
reflecting surface. Given the machine power is 96 dB (re      W); 
Given the machine sound power as specified by the manufacturer, and the 
microphone position the sound pressure from the machine should be; 
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                (     
 )   
          
 
Allowing for a gain of 0.1 dB from reflecting surfaces that have no absorption the sum 
of the SPL’s can be found. Summation of SPL’s is found by; 
 
              (  
        
  ⁄     
           
  ⁄ ) 
   
          
 
The reflected source, once rearranging the above equation is; 
 
                      (  
   
  ⁄     
        
  ⁄ )             
 
From the first equation above the distance ‘ ’ to the reflecting surface to the receiving 
microphone is given by; 
 
    (
  
(
      
  
)
  
)
 
 
              
 
The distance of 12 meters will be sufficient for the purposes of this project. 
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Recalling Equation 2-1 for bypass frequency; 
 
             
 
The Homelite 1600W 400 mm deck domestic Lawnmower has N = 2 blades. The 
angular frequency of the motor is 2880 rpm (Maximum theoretical with no motor slip 
is 3000 rpm). The resulting bypass frequency,   , is; 
 
             
    
  
  95.9 Hz 
 
The bypass frequency for this machine will be in the order of 96 Hz. *Note: the shaking 
force of the electric motor will be at 48 - 50 Hz due to imbalances. 
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Appendix G – 1/3 Octave Band Frequency Data 
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Figure G-1: AS 3534 Frequency data  
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Figure G-2: AS 3534 Frequency data cont.
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